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A few hours ago…

“Begin the descent.”
The voice of Derodomontatus, the five-faced 

Supreme Imperial Magistrate of the Quintessons 
echoed throughout the ship. From the helm he stared 
down at his prize. Cybertron was far different now than 
when his people had last been there, centuries ago. 
Instead of the dull steel-gray sphere crisscrossed with 
shadowy chasms of those days, great swaths of shim-
mering green stood out against cobalt mountain ranges 
and great seas.

All according to plan.
“Not so quickly, my associate.” The voice of dissent 

belonged to Cryotek, one of the new Predacon machines 
that hailed from the formerly metallic planet beneath 
them. “We do not know how many of your new… live-
stock… are active. You should be careful.”

Derodomontatus turned his portly green “bitterness” 
face towards the towering blue Predacon. “Your faith in 
your own species is misplaced, free trader. There will 
be no resistance.” His red, mustachioed “laughter” face 
swung into place and resumed the conversation. “It has 
barely been a Cybertronian week since the reformatting; 
the population will be disoriented and easily cowed. If 
anything, their new beast forms will make them docile 
and easily controlled… and we will be able to bribe 
those that aren’t with the possibility of a newly-restored 
machine body.” His whole body spun back to take in 
the view of Cybertron.

“I simply wish to ensure that my payment is not 
jeopardized by, let us say… a repeat of ancient history,” 
Cryotek replied casually. “And of course, there is still 
the matter of the Wreckers.”

The Quintesson’s “bitterness” face spun back into 
place and snarled in annoyance, not even turning from 
the view, though it was difficult to tell which way the 
Judge was actually facing without seeing one of his 
mouths moving.

“The Wreckers you were supposed to eliminate? 
Hmph. They will be too late. By the time they arrive… 
if they arrive… we will have secured the planet. What 
can a mere handful of mechanoids hope to achieve 
against a world full of our war machines?”

I would wager Megatron thought the same thing, 
Cryotek thought to himself, even though the name of 
his treacherous pupil still filled him with equal parts 

anger and admiration… after all, Megatron had learned 
the art of double-crossing far better than Cryotek had 
ever intended him to. Megatron had all of Cybertron in 
his grasp, and countless legions of utterly loyal Vehicon 
war machines at his command…but a “mere handful” 
of survivors had brought him down, and Cybertron 
had been converted into a world of “technorganics”, a 
cellular fusion of machine and organic material.

Of course, the Quintessons would claim the credit 
was theirs, sending messages to the survivors through 
their “Oracle” to achieve that very goal. Arrogant squid. 
Do they really think they can truly contain the power 
that lies within the heart of Cybertron? They have no 
understanding of that they wish to claim.

They’d used their Oracle to send other teams of 
survivors off-planet on fools’ errands. He’d witnessed 
the destruction of one of the teams back on New 
Quintessa, malformed jetsam from one of his pupil’s 
diabolical viral experiments… another group was 
certainly doomed in the face of an ancient horror 
none had been able to destroy, not even the legendary 
Autobots and Decepticons.

Or even the Quintessons, who had created the beast. 
Cryotek noted that their history seemed to consist largely 
of creating things that they ultimately could not control 
and then running when they turned on their creators.

But the Quintessons seemingly refused to acknowl-
edge this. Just as they shrugged off the flaws of the now-
discarded Oracle as if they were of no consequence. But 
messages had gotten out past their safeguards… and to 
the Wreckers.

The Wreckers: a mish-mashed team of Autobots, 
Maximals, Decepticons and Predacons, Cryotek knew 
they could still prove a threat. The Oracle wasn’t fool-
proof, and he knew that the Vector Sigma supercom-
puter within the core of Cybertron had managed to send 
the Wreckers brief glimpses of information in the hopes 
of preventing the Quintessons from succeeding in their 
takeover…

…but thanks to Cryotek’s foresight in planting an 
agent within the Wreckers’ ranks, even that had been 
turned against them. Even now his agent Cyclonus was 
headed back to Cybertron with his prize, an ancient 
artifact vital to Cryotek’s plans… and Cyclonus had 
even managed to thin the Wreckers’ numbers in the 
process.
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But it could still be close. Overconfidence was a 
character flaw that had been used against him once 
before. Plus the Quintessons could only be trusted so 
far; he was certain they were rapidly approaching the 
point where they saw him as imminently disposable. 
He would have to stay wary up until…

“You will get your full payment, and we shall have 
everything we desire from this world, free trader,” 
Derodomontatus muttered, interrupting Cryotek’s 
thoughts.

Cryotek smiled to himself, both with his robotic 
face and with the serpentine dragon-head that served 
as his left hand. He reached up and gentry stroked the 
head of his pet Chro, a small mechanical bird perched 
on his shoulder, who trilled softly in response.

“Everything and more, my dear associate.”

“Can’t this ship go any faster?”
Skywarp didn’t even look up from his instrument 

panel. “Sure thing, Apelinq. Only question is how big a 
fireball you wanna make when the engines go critical. 
Heheh. I’m pretty sure I can get the ship reduced to 
chunks smaller’n your head.”

“‘No’ would have sufficed.”
“You want I should wake Fractyl and Rotorbolt up 

from stasis? They oughtta love witnessin’ their own 
fiery deaths.”

“We get the point, Skywarp,” Rodimus snarled from 
the other end of the bridge.

Apelinq sighed. Tempers were fraying. Rodimus 
had only grudgingly accepted the inclusion of Cyclonus 
and Skywarp among the Wreckers due to the dire 
circumstances that brought them together in the first 
place… and with Cyclonus’ betrayal, he and several 
other Wreckers seemed convinced that Skywarp would 
follow suit.

Skywarp didn’t help matters by being, for lack of a 
better term, himself. He’d denied knowing Cyclonus’s 
plans, but his denial was delivered with a mocking 
chuckle. It was no secret that he saw the Wreckers’ 
unease as a source of entertainment rather than concern. 
He hadn’t done anything specific yet to warrant accusa-
tions of betrayal, but tension hung thick in the air.

“Course, maybe if I’d had the chance to play with 
the engines while you guys were jawin’ with the slime-
ball on the snowball,” Skywarp chuckled, head tilting 
towards the Wreckers’ newest “member”, the exiled 
Quintesson scientist Al-Badur, “I might have been able 
to tweak something, but his pals’ Sharkticon pets kept 
us a bit busy.”

“Yes, my brethren are indeed quite adept at being a 
nuisance,” Al-Badur replied, only appearing to ignore 
the “slimeball” remark.

Apelinq shook his head and focused on the tactical 
display. He thought things were bad when Megatron 
had taken Cybertron. He thought things were bad when 
he’d been trapped in the ancient past, shanghaied into 
fighting a war with the Predacon warlord Shokaract 
from the far future, a battle- no, a collapsing reality he’d 
barely escaped, and one that had taken many lives.

Now? This scattered, stressed bunch of survivors 
had been sent on wild goose chases. That which they 
thought was their ultimate truth was said to be a fabrica-
tion of the Quintessons… that is, if Al-Badur was to be 
believed. They’d been betrayed. They’d lost friends.

And the leader of the Wreckers, Primal Prime… he 
had only been online a short while. He had knowledge 
but no experience. He’d been tossed around by cosmic 
forces, first the Vok that created then abandoned him, 
and then the Oracle… and now he was leading them 
back into battle against yet another insane Predacon who 
seemed to have the key to tapping the power of Primus 
himself, doubtlessly surrounded by his Quintesson 
allies.

Cryotek… a twisted genius. Weaponry recovered 
from a band of Sharkticons who had been sent to elimi-
nate them revealed that he was aiding the Quintessons, 
arming them with intent on retaking Cybertron… but 
for all they knew, this too was a trap, designed to send 
them back into the iron grip of the mad Megatron and 
his Vehicon armies.

Apelinq turned to the rear of the ship, where Prime 
had retreated. I sure hope you know what you’re doing, 
Primal Prime…or we’re all goners.

Primal Prime sat quietly in his quarters, running on 
minimum power. The silence that filled the chamber 
deepened with each passing moment. Slowly he became 
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aware of another presence, a presence he knew from 
many previous contacts.

“Alpha Trion?” Primal Prime did not speak aloud 
so much as reach out with his spark. 

Primal Prime, I am glad to see you alive. The 
Quintesson interference has… distorted the messages I 
have been trying to send you. Your visions have certainly 
been less… lucid than we had hoped.

“Yes, the Oracle… but… if the Oracle was a 
Quintesson device… then… oh no! Optimus Primal… 
Cybertron! The technorganics! If they are a Quintesson 
plot as well…!” 

Have you lost faith in Primus? It is true the Oracle 
is not all it seemed. But Primus works in mysterious 
ways.

“I don’t…”
Do not concern yourself with the matter of tech-

norganics, Primal Prime. The very soul of our species 
is adaptability. But there is another threat. The Divine 
Li-

The image of Alpha Trion shattered and reformed, 
re-shaping constantly, impressions of leonine forms 
flashing across him, the voice coming in garbled and 
static-filled.

“Alpha Trion!”
…not… nection is bei… Pri… stop Cr…
“Alpha Trion!”
Primal Prime snapped back into full functionality. 

Time, which had always been in vanishingly short 
supply, appeared to have just run out.

The Wreckers’ shuttle shuddered as its deceleration 
rockets fired and pulled them out of transwarp, 

“Welcome home to Cybertroooowhaaaat the smelt 
happened here?” Skywarp gasped.

The Wreckers looked into the monitors, taking in 
the blue-green orb of their recently-reformatted home-
world.

“It’s beautiful,” Tigatron breathed.
“Wow,” Rodimus replied. “Reminds me of Earth in 

a lot of ways.”
“Happier times,” Arcee nodded.
“Here I was expecting to see the dull gray steel of 

home again,” Tap-Out replied. “What did you guys 

do in the last three hundred years while I was gone, 
anyway?”

“This… is a pretty new development, Tap-Out,” 
Rodimus said.

“What the flock,” Skywarp grumbled, clearly 
disgusted.

“Whatever,” Ramulus snapped. “Trees just mean 
more things to hang Quint corpses off of.”

“Speak of the devil… Quint Warship in orbit,” 
Skywarp announced. “Currently over Polyhex.”

“Avoid it at all costs,” Apelinq replied. “Maybe if 
we still had the full shuttle we’d stand a chance, but 
there’s not enough weapons on this section alone to 
stand up to it. Besides, we need to get to the surface as 
soon as possible.”

“Yeah, and start shreddin’ Sharkticons!” Ramulus 
snarled, pounding a fist into his open palm.

“The Quintesson forces on the surface are a distrac-
tion,” Al-Badur spoke without looking away from the 
monitor feed from the planet’s surface. “This ‘Cryotek’ 
is our primary concern.”

“You treacherous squid!” Ramulus screamed. 
“Its bad enough I’ve had to deal with your rambling 
lies since we left your little vacation spot, but if you 
actually think for one nano-second we’re going to let 
your people run rampant while we track down some 
two-credit Mafioso on your say-so...”

“Treacherous?!”
The outburst caught everyone by surprise. Al-Badur 

glared at Ramulus with a fury that seemed all too out-
of-place for the scientist, yet all the more disturbing for 
it.

“Treacherous?! You don’t know the meaning of the 
word, Maximal!” he snapped. “My brethren may have 
armies and surprise on their side, but there is one factor 
you forget! They are Quintessons! Arrogance is our 
life’s blood, ambition is our food and drink, but most of 
all, hubris is the air we breathe!!” 

Al-Badur rose up to his full height, his tendrils 
snapping in the air. A strange mania overtook him as 
he spit his words at the startled Maximal. “When you 
look down upon your world, you look not upon armies 
and battle! You look down upon Quintesson history: 
violent, furious and deadly, but ultimately repetitious! 
There is only one rogue variable on the loose on the 
planet Cybertron this day, and it is not of my lineage!”
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Ramulus’ optics narrowed. “That’s it. You’re 
dead.”

“ENOUGH!!!” Primal Prime roared as he entered 
the cabin. “We’ve dealt with Vehicons, Sharkticons 
should be no problem. Our real threat is Cryotek! I don’t 
know what exactly he’s planning, but it’s bigger than all 
of us, and it’s all coming to a head here and now!”

“Orders?” Apelinq asked.
“Find the largest concentration of Quintesson 

ground troops. They’ll be guarding Cryotek. And that’s 
where we need to be.”

“Goin’ down, heheh,” Skywarp chuckled. “I’ll give 
you Wreckers credit… life sure ain’t dull with you guys 
around.”

Now… deep within Cybertron…

He had become a god. With the ancient artifact 
called the Divine Light implanted in his spark chamber, 
Cryotek had tapped into the core of the planet Cybertron 
and pulled from it the power of their maker, Primus. 
The power of creation itself, and conceivably even 
the power to twist the fabric of reality, to warp time 
and space itself to his will. The surge had mutated his 
already-impressive exostructure, transforming him into 
a giant even compared to the Autobots and Decepticons 
of old.

And he had effortlessly wasted two of the Wreckers’ 
most powerful mere moments ago; their leader Primal 
Prime, who had leapt in the way of his blast in a futile 
effort to save the intended target Apelinq. Leaving to his 
mercies only two insignificant Maximals, the meddling 
Autobot bounty hunter Devcon and some sniveling 
Quintesson scientist they’d picked up… assuming any 
of them survived Cyclonus’s onslaught.

He was unstoppable.
But for a moment, Cryotek was stunned speechless 

at what stood before him.
“Wha-… who in the Pit are you?!”
Shimmering, flowing with the energy of Primus 

himself, the colossal crimson and blue robot pointed a 
finger at the Predacon.

“I am Sentinel Maximus. It’s over, Cryotek.”

The look of shock on Cryotek’s face slowly faded, 
replaced by his normal arrogant sneer. “Interesting 
indeed,” he snarled as the two titans began to circle 
each other. “My fallen foes Primal Prime and Apelinq, 
fused into a single body and mind through the power of 
Primus…  All the power of a god at your disposal and 
the best you can come up with is antiquated Headmaster 
technology.” His laughter echoed through the under-
ground chamber, rattling the others within it. “And to 
think I was momentarily worried. This simply means I 
shall have the pleasure of killing you both again before 
I claim this planet, on the first step to conquering reality 
itself!”

Derodomontatus screamed over the din. “You 
cannot do this, free trader! Cybertron is ours! We had 
a contract!”

“My dear Derodomontatus, a contract is simply an 
agreement bound in law,” he replied coldly, never taking 
his optics off Sentinel Maximus. “In order for it to have 
binding power, you must be capable of enforcing it. I 
fear you are no longer capable of doing so. As a result, 
I’m afraid our contract is as null and void… as you soon 
shall be.” Without turning, he snapped his fingers.

With a shriek, Chro screamed through the air 
and slammed into Derodomontatus, talons raking the 
screaming Judge’s faces.

As Derodomontatus’s death-cries faded, Cryotek 
lunged at his new adversary. Devcon launched himself 
at Cyclonus as the larger Decepticon released a swarm 
of drone-rockets into the air. Devcon and Tigatron’s 
blasters flared to life as they cut through the flurry.

Ramulus held up the remaining Quintesson, grinning 
in its face. 

“Fool! Our armies are legion!” the prosecutor 
snarled. “They swarm the planet! Once they have taken 
care of your pathetic rabble… they will consume your 
avatars! Even with that power, they cannot stop us!”

“Oh really?” Ramulus snapped, bringing a fist into 
the Quintesson’s field of vision. “Historically, that 
‘rabble’ has kicked you Quints’ slimy butts across the 
galaxy every time.” He brought his fist back. “And ‘cuz 
I’m such a nice guy, I’ll spare you the embarrassment 
of living long enough to see it happen again!”
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Cheetor. You Are Needed.
Cheetor bolted to attention, halfway through 

cleaving a Sharkticon’s skull with his scimitar.
All around him, battle raged. Maximals and 

Predacons alike clashed with Sharkticons. The thun-
dering hooves of the Battle Unicorn brigades mixed 
with Sharkticon roars, the scream of rending metal and 
the dull thud of distant explosions.

The Oracle. It had been a while since he’d heard 
its voice, having only felt the barest traces of its exis-
tence in the days since the Spark War. But he knew to 
his core he was connected to it, just as Optimus Primal 
was. And now… he was being called.

Seemingly without thought, he swung his scimitars 
in precise arcs, cleanly cutting through the Sharkticon 
ranks. He was needed here… but he was needed else-
where as well. Cheetor’s head spun towards field 
commander Snarl as he threw the sword in his right 
hand into the air, palm opening and releasing twin bursts 
of energy in the opposite direction that tore through 
an Allicon, saving the life of a technorganic wolf that 
hadn’t seen the now-dead creature advancing on him 
from behind.

Snarl was oddly still, staring into nothingness. A 
glimmer seemed to surround him, a hint of light from 
his optics…

Cheetor gasped as he caught his sword by the handle 
without looking. Could Snarl also be a-

Snarl snapped out of his trance and turned immedi-
ately to Cheetor. “Go!”

As Cheetor shifted into his feline form and tore away, 
scattering Sharkticons like bowling pins, Snarl lunged 
forward over the hood of his Beast Rider chariot, his left 
arm extending and stretching at the elbow, driving his 
claws through the eye of a very surprised Sharkticon.

“Skydive! Status!”
“T-Wrecks’s Dinobots have taken the eastern flank 

and are driving the Quintessons back!” the airborne 
Maximal yelled, swooping low to slice through several 
Sharkticons with his wing-blades.

“What, by themselves?”
“They’re Dinobots!”

“Right, stupid question!” Snarl turned the controls 
of his chariot hard and the Beast Rider spun, the blasters 
mounted within its maw detonating a pair of Allicons. 
“Continue!”

“We’re pushing them back, sir… but there are other 
Quint landing sites across the planet! Without long-
range communications, we can’t be sure what’s going 
on at those fronts!”

Judge Brinn laughed as he watched technorganics 
fleeing before his advancing Sharkticons. It had been 
so long since their former slaves truly cowered before 
their masters.

This place, Ankmor, had once been a chemical 
processing center that belched fumes and  pollutants 
dangerous even by the Quintessons’ notoriously lax 
self-regulated standards. The surface of the chemical 
river that flowed from it could support the weight of 
a hovering Judge some days, though few dared try. 
Occasionally there were… things lurking just beneath 
the crust, assuming the vapors hadn’t taken their toll 
first.

The reformatting of the planet had scoured away 
the toxic sludge and centuries of grime within mere 
seconds, and turned it into a biomechanical botanic 
paradise. It was a park now, a useless leisure center for 
a now weak and timid race.

Brinn was quite looking forward to turning it back 
into an industrial swamp again.

“Your Honor?”
Brinn sighed as the scientist accompanying him 

nervously looked up from his scanner.
“What is it, Extempaxia? How can you not take 

such pleasure in the hunt? We have the means to easily 
track every last one of these creatures…”

“That’s… that’s just it, Your Honor. The technor-
ganics… they’re not showing up on the scanner.”

Brinn’s spiky green “doubt” face spun forward. 
“That’s impossible. For that to be the case, we would 
have to be utterly surrounded by technorganic life of 
the same…”

He trailed off as he took stock of his situation. A 
tendril waved against the deep grass that nearly reached 
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to the bottom of the Judge’s faces, and the sheen of it 
quickly told him its nature.

“I believe we are, Your Honor,” Extempaxia replied 
as tactfully as possible.

It had been dawning on the scientist that something 
was wrong for a while now… he’d felt this way for 
several decades, in fact. But he’d seen too many of his 
brethren either banished or fed to the Sharkticons for 
saying what the Judges didn’t want to hear to raise any 
objections. He moved closer to a tree, staring at the 
machinery and fluid pumps that seemed woven into its 
trunk. He looked up into its foliage, and plucked some-
thing red from its leaves.

“Fruit?” he muttered to himself, examining the orb 
carefully. Microfilaments just under the outer skin gave 
the fruit a slight silvery sheen, and a quick squeeze 
produced a liquid that he just knew contained natural 
energon resin.

Fruit. They hadn’t designed the technorganic matter 
for bear fruit, let alone energy-producing fruit. The free 
trader had said nothing about it either. And by their own 
tests, their technorganic life sensors should have been 
able to pick out the Cybertronians even in the technor-
ganic foliage… but it was all going wrong.

Of course, those were laboratory tests back on New 
Quintessa, undertaken under carefully controlled condi-
tions to produce a specific result in a sterile lab.

Cybertron was anything but a sterile environment, 
even without taking Ankmor into account. Who knew 
what factors had altered the biomass deep within the 
planet over the millennia since the Quintessons’ exile? 

He spun as a deep hiss filled the air. Something was 
closing in on him from the underbrush. His jaw trembled, 
and he thought he saw the deep grass ripple…

Extempaxia’s cries of agony brought the attention 
of Brinn’s guards. They rushed forward, and the head of 
a technorganic cobra, fangs dripping with the scientist’s 
mech fluids, peered out over the top of the grass quickly 
before diving back below. An ever-moving ripple in the 
tall grass gave only a faint hint the creature’s location. 
To Brinn’s right, a guard who had wandered too close 
to the treeline screamed as a massive insect dove down, 
ramming its elongated stinger through his chest and 
pulling him up into the darkness of the foliage. Pieces 
of the guard quickly rained down from above.

More animals sprang from their hiding places in a 
sudden, lethal strike. A robot-mode Sharkticon too close 

to the river was set upon by a hammerhead shark that 
leapt clear of the shimmering blue water. The technor-
ganic’s jaws crushed the Sharkticon’s head effortlessly, 
and with a twist of its form threw the lifeless body into 
the otherwise placid river before diving in after it.

Brinn snarled in outrage. The stupid creatures… 
they had herded his forces! His demonic red “rage” 
face spun into position. “Sharkticons! Destroy them, 
they are but beasts!”

A lead Sharkticon flamethrower unleashed a gout 
of blazing chemicals at the Maximal cobra, vaporizing 
vast swaths of grass. Though the serpent’s technor-
ganic body slithered and darted, the third blast found its 
mark and engulfed him in flame. The stench of burned 
flesh and silicon rose through the air as the Maximal 
thrashed about in the tall grass. When the flames died, 
the snake lay still in the smoldering field, his skin and 
armor charred and melted beyond recognition. The 
other Maximals paused, horrified at their companion’s 
fate.

The Judge floated forward and spread his tenta-
cles wide, his skull-like green “death” face clicking 
forward.

“You see the fate of all those that challenge the 
property rights of the Quintessons!” he gloated, voice 
echoing across the valley. “Swear subservience to us, 
wayward merchandise, and we shall be…” he paused, 
letting his “laughter” face click forward, “…merciful. 
We can even refit you into purely-mechanical forms 
again… forms that that lack such… design flaws as 
these.” He waved a tendril before himself, indicating 
the smoldering body of the Maximal.

The next sound out of Judge Brinn’s mouth was a 
shriek of pain, which writhed from each of his mouths 
in sequence as the spike-covered, green “doubt” face 
came to the front. 

Night Viper had struck with lightning speed, 
wrapping his scorched body around the egg-shaped 
Judge and quickly constricting. His blackened, twisted 
head reared back and struck down, burying crystalline 
fangs into the top of the Judge’s dome. Brinn felt the 
numbing sensation of cybervenom spreading through 
his systems as the Maximal simultaneously injected the 
toxin and drained the Quintesson’s body of its energy 
reserves. Equilibrium failed first as the judge toppled 
backward. He felt his voluntary muscle control fail as 
both technological and organic locomotion ground to a 
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halt. As Night Viper slithered free of the stricken Judge, 
Brinn struggled to give the order to attack, but nothing 
more than crackling static came from him. Even as his 
sensors failed, one by one, Brinn saw the Maximal’s 
burnt skin begin to steam and split open. A whole, 
regenerated Maximal serpent slithered free of the shed 
skin, shimmering silver and brilliant red.

“I… am… transssssformed!” came the Maximal’s 
sibilant mantra. Thousands of tiny panels shifted as light 
burst from his body, and twisted as he took on the emaci-
ated humanoid form that was his robot mode. Brinn’s 
optics slipped offline, but not before Night Viper came 
into his view, standing over him with a needle-sharp 
grin, a glowing crystalline scythe-blade springing free 
from one of his arm-guards. As he heard the assembled 
technorganics descend once again on the confused and 
leaderless Sharkticons, the viper’s hissing voice seemed 
to fill what little remained of Brinn’s world.

“Desssign flaw? No, no, no… It’sss a feature, 
ssstupid.”

“They hit the engine coupling!” 
Arcee’s yell barely managed to carry to Rodimus. 

Every light in the cockpit of the Wrecker shuttle flashed 
as each of the ship’s systems simultaneously screamed 
for attention. Stabilizing thrusters failed and the ship 
began to plummet toward the surface of Cybertron.

Primal Prime had ordered them to take their injured 
to safety, then join the ground forces fighting the 
Quintesson invasion while he joined Devcon in hunting 
down Cryotek. Thanks to the Quintesson’s anti-aircraft 
fire, neither looked possible at the moment.

“Backup systems are down!” Tap-Out said as 
smoke belched from the communications array. “We’re 
toast.”

Rodimus leapt forward and grabbed the main 
control stick. “There’s just enough control with the 
landing systems to keep this thing level while you bail 
out! Wreckers, evacuate now!” 

Arcee grabbed Rodimus’s arm and pulled. “Rodimus! 
The impact will kill you! Use the autopilot!”

“It was the first thing to go! Now get the injured and 
get off this bird! That is an order!”

The howl of emergency claxons yielded for a split 
second to the sound of metal crashing into metal. 
Skywarp’s elbow connected with Rodimus’s helmet 
sharply, sending him tumbling from his station, dazed 
but unharmed.

“Why you…!” Tap-Out balled his fist, ready to 
retaliate. 

“Get off the ship, shrimpy.” Skywarp snapped as 
he grabbed the controls. “And take Red with you. You 
gotta follow his orders, but the only guy who bosses me 
around is long dead and recycled.” 

Arcee raced into the medical bay of the shuttle. A 
quick glance at the readout on Rotorbolt’s chamber 
showed that while he was far from fully recovered from 
the injuries he’d received at Cyclonus’s hands, he was 
at least functional. She hit the release and ran to the 
chamber of the Wreckers’ other patient, Fractyl.

Rotorbolt’s optics flared to life. “Ow. Uhhhn, just 
five more minutes… I… where are we and what the 
smelt is going on?!”

“No time for long explanations!” Arcee yelled as 
she released the safety catches on Fractyl’s recovery 
chamber. She pulled the comatose Predacon free, trying 
to quickly remove the life-support systems from their 
casings without cutting their connection to him. “Help 
me with Fractyl, we have to abandon ship!”

Moments later the assembled Wreckers leapt into 
the now warm and aromatic atmosphere of Cybertron. 
One by one they sailed down to the planet’s surface, 
unharmed thanks to emergency landing packs that 
provided functional, if delicate, nanofiber wings for the 
descent, with Rotorbolt’s silent-running copter form 
slowly descending above them.

Arcee watched as the shuttle spiraled downward in 
a column of flame and smoke. She held Fractyl tightly 
in her arms and supported his jury-rigged life support 
system with her beast-mode legs. Rodimus had put up 
a bit of a fight during the evacuation. She didn’t know 
if it was pride or concern that drove him to try and stop 
a Decepticon enemy from sacrificing himself, but she 
was glad that Tap-Out had proven persuasive enough to 
get Rodimus out of the airlock… even if it had taken a 
running start. Just as the ship passed the lower-edge of 
a distant cloudbank her communicator sprang to life.
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“Okay you cogs, check this out!” Skywarp’s voice 
demanded through the static. 

In the distance, a massive Sharkticon army tried in 
vain to scatter as a starship smashed into their midst. 
A plume of smoke, flame and displaced earth radiated 
outward in a brackish wall moments before the rupture 
of a transwarp core flattened everything for miles. A 
blast of wind forced the Wreckers prematurely to the 
ground and Rotorbolt looked up in muted surprise as a 
Sharkticon corpse, writhing with displaced transwarp 
energy, passed harmlessly through him in a semi-
material state and vanished into some perpendicular 
plane of existence a few seconds later.

“I… I can’t believe it,” Rodimus gasped as he 
gained his feet, watching the column of smoke from 
the impact.

“Skywarp… sacrificed himself to save us!” Arcee 
cried, cradling Fractyl’s unconscious form. 

“Impressive,” Rotorbolt muttered, his vehicle-mode 
cockpit moving back and forth slightly.

“Never woulda believed it if I hadn’t seen it myself,” 
Tap-Out muttered. “I guess he wasn’t all bad.”

Rodimus shook his head in continued disbelief. 
“He… he was a Decepticon, and for as long as I func-
tioned he was the enemy.” He stood upright, gazing into 
the distant inferno. “But today… he has shown his true 
colors. This day, Skywarp joins the Matrix as a hero of 
Cybertron. Let us never...”

“Heheheh. Awesome.”
Slowly, the four turned around.
“Did you see that? I think I managed to shove 

the forward nacelle antennae right through the Quint 
Overseer! Heheheheh!”

The four looked at each other. And without a word, 
walked away.

“Aw, come on! That was wicked and you know it!”
“I hate teleporters,” Tap-Out grumbled.
Rotorbolt spoke as Skywarp caught up with the 

group.
“We should reinforce Cybertropolis. It has the 

highest civilian population and the brunt of the 
Quintesson force will attack there in order to cause 
the most damage.” Rotorbolt’s silent helicopter form 
moved to Rodimus’s side. “Once there we can rally 
the Maximals and push to the Sharkticon garrisons and 
break the invasion line.”

“No. I can... sense we’re needed below. When you 
carry the Matrix you never truly stop, no matter how long 
ago it was since you even saw it. Al-Badur was right… 
there’s something far bigger than the Quintessons at 
work here.”

“Never let the squid hear you say that, Roddy, or 
we’ll never hear the end of it. Heheh.”

“I strongly recommend against it.” Rotorbolt  
replied. “This is a full-scale land war; wide-spread 
strategy will make all the difference.”

“That’s what Cryotek wants us to think.” Arcee 
said. 

“Charming. While I disagree with your course 
of action I cannot refute your logic. Onward and  
downward, then. Under protest, of course.”

“Of course.”
The Wreckers had only had a few moments to travel 

towards the tunnels leading deep into Cybertron’s 
underground before a voice from behind caught their 
attention. 

“By Primus… Rodimus Prime?!”
Rodimus glanced around for the source of the 

voice. Looking down, he caught sight of a technorganic 
cheetah, who was staring up at him with a mixture of 
surprise and admiration. Rodimus looked down at the 
cat with a mix of confusion and embarrassment. “Uh… 
just Rodimus, if you don’t mind…”

The cat stood on his hind legs, and in a burst of 
light, assumed a lean humanoid form, rail-thin legs 
supporting a leanly muscular body. “I can’t believe 
it! It’s really you! I mean… oh, man, I don’t want to 
geek out on you or anything, but… back in the Security 
Force academy, I read as much about you as I could! 
My first changeform was even based on yours!” He 
caught himself, and coughed in embarrassment before 
continuing in a more collected manner. “Ahem. Sorry. 
It’s just been kind of a wild day, but I guess you know 
that already.”

“Wow. I… I’m afraid I don’t know how to deal with 
the whole ‘hero worship’ thing… uh…”

“Cheetor, sir. I served on the Axalon with Optimus 
Primal.” 

“And you’re a Matrix Templar,” Rodimus said in a 
calm but impressed tone. “We’ll have time for full intro-
ductions on the way down. In the meantime, Cheetor, 
consider yourself drafted.” 
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“That’s funny,” Cheetor responded. “I was about to 
tell you the same thing.”

 “Fascinating, the planet’s reformatting does not 
seem to be complete. This city is wholly technological, 
but this should not be possible.”

Overseer Rexian gazed up at the dark city. His 
detachment so far had encountered only a handful of 
stray technorganics, which had been quickly elimi-
nated.

“Impossible or not, it is deserted,” the sergeant noted. 
“I am getting no technorganic life-form readings.”

Rexian snorted. “There is shelter here, and resources. 
There will be inhabitants. They’re simply hiding from 
our superior forces.” The executioner waved a gun-arm 
idly to his troops while stroking his “beard” with the 
other. “Spread out, find them.”

 The sergeant took a detachment with him to the  
east and Sharkticon commands fanned out to the south 
and west. The remaining three detachments moved 
northward through the empty streets in a flanking 
position around Rexian. The city was still technolog-
ical, but sprigs of plant life and hanging crystalline 
lichens lingered as a reminder of Cybertron’s new state. 
Rexian smiled. A place like this would be vastly easier 
to retrofit to suit the Quintessons’ needs. He might get a 
commission, or even a promotion, for this discovery.

“Well, well, well… Look what we have here.”
Rexian spun around. He had a mere contingent of 

thirty Sharkticons with him in this run-down techno-
logical slum. They were more than enough to handle 
any resistance. Still, the audacity of the question startled 
him.

The mechanoid that made the statement was, to 
his shock, not a beast, and not even technorganic. The 
design was obviously vehicular, an air transport of 
some type. It was electric blue, predominantly, with a 
sickeningly humanoid face. A crudely-painted purple 
emblem, resembling a cruel, face-plate bearing robot’s 
countenance, shone proudly on its left shoulder. “We 
got us a Quintesson… so far from home.”

“Guess he doesn’t know this is private turf…” 
Another robot melted out of the shadows. This one was 

purple, and seemed to be some manner of helicopter, if 
the large blades handing down its back were any indica-
tion. 

“Yeah.” The first robot said. “He’s going to have to 
pay the toll… isn’t he guys?”

With that, a half dozen other robots scrambled out 
of every nook and cranny in the ally. Each one was 
purely mechanical and bore the same sloppily-stenciled 
faction symbol. 

“Curious.” Rexian said, unimpressed. “I had 
expected technorganics. Still, we shall have little 
problem pacifying eight mechanoids. Corporal…”

“Sir, the Directive said nothing about fighting 
Decepticons,” an Allicon corporal said. The statement 
had been a massive accomplishment of free will and the 
unit seemed drained by the effort.

“Nonsense,” Rexian snorted. “These aren’t 
Decepticons. Remember your culture files? This is no 
doubt petty Predacon posturing.”

To a mech, the “Decepticons” laughed.
“See, that’s where you’re wrong, squid-face...” 

The electric blue robot said. “Funny thing about every 
spark on the planet going back to a body, any body 
they could find... That included everyone that was in 
prison when Megatron ganked their sparks. Hundreds 
of Decepticons, all loose and untraceable...”

The purple one laughed knowingly. “Take me, for 
instance, I’m Thundercracker.”

Heads snapped around to stare at him. The blue 
robot jabbed a thumb at himself and snarled. “No, I’m 
Thundercracker!”

“No, I am!” a third challenged.
“Attack, you fools!” Rexian howled. Though the 

Sharkticons leapt upon the less numerous Cybertrons, 
this didn’t seem to have a noticeable effect on their 
debate. Vibro-swords clashed with iron claws and plasma 
fire ripped through the air as the argument continued. A 
red tank yelled, “Slaggit, I’m Thundercracker!” as he 
tore through a Sharkticon’s skull plate with a spiked 
titanium club. 

“You’re all liars... I’m Thundercracker!” howled a 
yellow jet as a Sharkticon bit into his arm. He managed 
to wrest free and fire three shots from his arm-mounted 
blaster into the creature’s eyes before the purple heli-
copter responded with a defiant “Prove it!”
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“Well, the way I see it, is whoever can smash the 
most Sharkticons has got to be a big-time Decepticon 
hero like Thundercracker!” the yellow jet screamed.

“And if there’s a tie?” the blue “Thundercracker” 
said as he dodged a bolt of ionized sodium. 

“We’ll flip for it, loser gets to be Dirge!” 
“Right!”
With a consensus reached, the self-proclaimed 

Thundercrackers waded into the battle with renewed 
vigor. A green Thundercracker that turned into a spider 
tank found himself torn asunder by three Sharkticons,  
but the Quintesson machines, outgunned and  
outmatched, found themselves falling back. 
Rexian watched in horror as the corporal fell to a 
Thundercracker’s head-removing punch.

Rexian turned to run. Through the din of battle no 
one heard him yelp as a hand grasped his arm and yanked 
him backwards, slamming him against a wall over and 
over. His vision alternatively blurred and popped into 
fish-eyed focus as his skull started to cave. He fell, fluids 
leaking, systems crashing and organs failing one after 
another. It was then that he caught a glimpse of another, 
smaller Decepticon who hadn’t been part of the larger 
group and hadn’t been involved in the argument.

This one didn’t care about who was Thundercracker 
one way or the other. After all, he was Sinnertwin, he 
was sure of it.

Chro looked up from the remnants of  
Derodomontatus, optics glowing blood-red. He 
screeched, wings spreading wide, and changed, trans-
forming into a small siege crossbow. The Deployer 
aimed his double bolts at the gathered Wreckers and 
fired, sending them scattering for cover.

Devcon spun in midair, bringing both arm-cannons 
around and firing at the Deployer, missing his mark 
but only barely. The explosion of ancient masonry was 
enough to force Chro to transform back to bird mode 
and launch itself into the air. Chro screamed upwards 
in a high arc and dived at high speed towards Ramulus, 
talons dripping with Derodomontatus’ mech-fluids.

The Maximal merely snorted and raised his ram-
horn hand-cannon, letting loose a blast that tore through 

the avian mechanoid and sent it tumbling into a smoking 
pile on the floor in front of him.

“Oh come on,” Ramulus snarled. “Is that the worst 
you can throw at me? An itty-bitty bluebird?”

“Oh, well, if it’s a command performance you’re 
after…” Cryotek pointed a finger at the remnants of his 
pet. A vivid purple spark leapt from his claw, arcing 
into the smoldering remains, which began to shake and 
glow.

Metal from the floor was pulled into the mass, which 
began to grow and take a malformed shape. Ramulus 
looked up into the fanged beak of a winged monstrosity 
nearly twice his height, which let out an eldritch roar. 
“Let it never be said that Cryotek is an adversary that 
disappoints.” The Predacon chuckled and designated 
the Deployer’s target with a lazy gesture.

“You had to antagonize him,” Tigatron muttered 
as he flew past the briefly-flabbergasted Ramulus, 
followed by one of Cyclonus’ homing missiles.

Ramulus clenched his fists. “Feh. Now things are 
getting interesting!”

“Aw, smelt!” Devcon yelled as he transformed to 
his spacecraft mode, dodging a fiery blast from Chro’s 
maw and almost plowing right into one of Cyclonus’s 
drone-missiles.

Ramulus transformed and careened, head-first, into 
Chro’s side. The monstrous Deployer flew into the 
chamber wall and fell still for a few moments before 
it transformed. Now upgraded, the metallic avian form 
unfolded into a massive weapons platform. Bolts of 
raw plasma flew in every direction from Chro’s body 
and the Maximals scattered under the barrage. 

Ramulus ducked behind a fallen pillar and looked 
around. He bounded away a second before the pillar 
exploded under Chro’s assault. “Where’d that sniveling 
Quint go?!” he yelled as he leaped from outcropping 
to outcropping in his beast mode, barely avoiding the 
barrage.

“We have bigger concerns right now, Ramulus!” 
Tigatron howled as he dodged a pair of plasma blasts. 
“Is it just me, or has Cyclonus’s armament improved 
since he was fighting on our side?”

“Do you really think I would waste my full poten-
tial on a bunch of Vehicons?” Cyclonus roared, letting 
loose another pair of drone missiles. “Say what you 
wish about Megatron, but he knew how to build a 
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body… and Cryotek merely improved on it! You should 
be honored I’ve saved the best for the likes of you!”

“You can polish slag all you want, ‘Con, you’re still 
slag!” Devcon snarled, blasting a drone-rocket out of 
the air before leaping away to avoid a cluster bomb.

“Yo, kittycat! Can’t you whip out of your Vok-blasts 
on these creeps?” Ramulus called out.

Tigatron tucked and rolled as micro-missiles 
exploded to his right, transformed to his flying cat mode 
and roared through the air as another drone-missile gave 
chase. “Ramulus, I cannot just unleash that power any 
time I wish! I must focus and concentrate the energies 
lest they tear myself and everything around me apart, 
including you! And Cyclonus is making it incredibly 
difficult to concentrate, as you might have noticed!” he 

hollered, transforming in midair, drawing his pistols 
and blasting the pursuing missile. He landed only to 
get caught in the shockwave of one of Chro’s explo-
sive flame-blasts. “And –UHHHN!– with Maximus and 
Cryotek’s Primus-power duel in such close vicinity, I 
have no idea what havoc the intermingling of those 
energies might cause!”

“What, like it can get any worse?!”
“Oh come now, the battle is just beginning, do 

not tell me you’ve lost your stomach for it already!” 
Cryotek smirked.  “Frankly, Wreckers, I’d expected a 
bit more of you. Aren’t you ragtag heroes supposed to 
be able to stop anything?”

Beyond Cyclonus’s defensive line, a blast of super-
cooled air from Cryotek’s dragon-hand fell like a lurid 
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mist across the tunnel. Undaunted, Sentinel Maximus 
hurtled himself through the cloud, only to emerge on 
the other side encrusted with ice. Maximus felt his 
external temperature drop rapidly. His joints locked and 
his armor grew brittle from the intense cold. Another 
blast struck him head-on and he watched as drops of 
liquid oxygen began to form on his exostructure, joined 
by crystals of solidified hydrogen. 

“Not the battle you were expecting, is it?” Cryotek 
said as he paused to stalk about his immobilized foe, 
idly strolling behind him. “The chill is sliding past your 
exoframe now… soon it will strike vital circuits and all 
this will be but an unpleasant memory for your spark. 
Do give my regards to my fallen pupil in the here-
after.” 

With his view obscured by Sentinel Maximus’s bulk, 
he did not notice the spark of locking clamps disen-
gaging. Before Cyrotek could react, Hyperlinq tumbled 
half-frozen from Sentinel Maximus’s shoulders and 
transformed in mid-fall. The small mechanoid rolled 
downward and trained the laser blasters in his wrist 
sockets on a pool of liquid oxygen and hydrogen crystals 
at Maximus’s feet. A quick blast of energy returned the 
frozen mass to its original gaseous state, resulting in 
an explosive burst of flame and decompressed air that 
knocked Cryotek backwards and warmed Maximus 
enough to free him.

The headless Autobot moved at Hyperlinq’s remote 
command, sending a frost-covered fist into Cryotek’s 
midsection. Another mental command transformed 
Maximus into his vehicle mode, which, united with 
Hyperlinq in his own armored carrier form, rammed the 
stunned Cryotek full force. Both mechanoids tumbled 
through the thin stone wall and into a forgotten, cave-
like chamber lined with ancient masonry and sculptures 
of robots long dead and lost to history. 

“We are too equally matched, monster!” Sentinel 
Maximus transformed back into his robot mode, 
Hyperlinq resuming his place as the inner chest and 
head of the goliath. His fist crashed into Cryotek’s 
chest and sent him flying back a few paces. “My power 
is more than enough to counter that which you stole. 
Surrender and end this pointless battle!”

“Hm… yes, I see that.” Cryotek smiled. “And you 
have friends, don’t you? You’re expecting them to come 
and tip the scales in your favor. But I have a surprise for 
you, my amalgamated adversary.”

Cryotek backed along the wall, grinning as he 
spoke. Without warning the draconic Predacon shoved 
his humanoid hand against the wall and blue-white 
energy surged through it. “You have power, yes, and 
quite a few allies… but you lack finesse, creativity, and 
let us face it, style.”

Suddenly, Sentinel Maximus felt a massive weight 
bear down on his back as a spider-legged mechanical 
head tore itself free of the wall and pinned him to the 
ground. “Yes, you see, my own minions and treach-
erous pupils may be long since dead… but ghosts… 
even simulated ones… can be quite deadly!” Cryotek 
chuckled as the head transformed into a ghoulish simu-
lacrum of Megatron, the mass-murdering Predacon he 
had mentored so long ago.

Sentinel Maximus rolled over, hurling the Megatron-
imitation against the wall. “How many Primes do you 
share memories with, Maximus?” Cryotek yelled as 
his power latched onto a pile of fallen Sharkticons that 
had been blown into the chamber with them. “I know 
my history, how many nightmares from the past do you 
think I’ll have to raise before you finally die?”  The 
Sharkticon corpses twisted and reformed into sham-
bling imitations of Megatron and his former allies.

“I’ll tell you Maximus, I always had a soft spot 
for these poor sparks. They should have been mine to 
command, and would have been if Megatron hadn’t 
betrayed me. Well, now they do follow me, after a 
fashion.” Though slow and with intelligence beneath 
that of drones, the reformatted Sharkticon-hordes were 
fearless and without pain. Sentinel Maximus struck 
down a faux-Tankor only to catch another blast of ultra-
cold mist from Cryotek’s dragon head. A pulse from 
Maximus’s cannons obliterated a pseudo-Scorponok 
seconds before Cryotek’s clawed foot smashed into his 
head. “They are poor conversationalists, but they do the 
job well enough I suppose. And if pressed for conversa-
tion I can always amuse myself in that fashion.”

 “You must stop this, Cryotek!” Maximus snarled 
as he ignored the impact of another pseudo-Megatron’s 
fist in the gut. Maximus’s elbow found Cryotek’s throat 
even as a Tarantulas-imitation bit into his leg. “This 
reckless display of Primus’s power will draw the eye of 
Unicron! You’ll doom us all!”

Cryotek regained his composure. “I am not some 
superstitious Maximal to cower at bedtime stories, 
Maximus! I am more than a match for a god that no 
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longer exists!” He sneered as a shovel-armed doppel-
ganger of the Predacon Dinobot rose before him and 
lunged at Maximus. “And you bluff poorly.”

Sentinel’s communicator blared to life as he 
reeled from the impact. “Ah, this appears to be the 
proper frequency… are you receiving me, Sentinel 
Maximus?”

“I’m a little busy, Al-Badur!” Maximus said, chest-
cannons shredding a Thrust simulacrum as he shielded 
his head against a blow from the Dinobot.

“Still possessed of sparkling wit, I see. This is of the 
utmost importance, I assure you.”

“Get to the verb!” Maximus snarled as he beheaded 
a Backslash, kicking its corpse into the larger Dinobot 
and sending them both backwards.

“I am transmitting the ‘verb’, as it were, to you 
now, Maximus. Cryotek’s capabilities far exceed your 
own in this current state. He has an 84.397% chance of 
killing you outright and, more importantly, a 35.052% 
chance of drawing the attention of the Chaos Bringer 
back to this world. And each passing moment increases 
the likelihood of both events,” Al-Badur hissed into 
his communicator. The warning was cold and utterly 
lacking in concern for Maximus’s fate. “If you lead 
Cryotek to the chamber at the following coordinates, I 
can assist you in destroying him once and for all. Fail 
and I have little doubt he will be the victor here, if only 
for a short time.”

Al-Badur half-floated, half-slithered down the 
access tunnel as he sent the location to Maximus. The 
sounds of battle came through the communicator now 
and he hoped that the Autobot construct would have 
enough cunning and strength to bring Cyrotek to the 
correct chamber. He stopped short of a side tunnel 
and pressed into a dark recess in the wall behind him. 
Footsteps and voices were approaching. 

For one brief moment Al-Badur feared that a 
Quintesson party had located him. The group that passed 
by his hiding spot, however, were not of Quintesson 
manufacture, and Quintessons certainly didn’t bicker in 
such a manner. A rat, an ambulatory plant from Regalis 

V and a bat, all technorganic and Maximals by their 
looks and bearing, came into view.

“I really hope you’re right about this, Rosie,” the 
rat was muttering. “Much as I don’t like the thought of 
bein’ a grunt on the front lines again, I really don’t like 
the idea of abandoning the others.”

“Silverbolt and Blackarachnia have the situation in 
Cybertropolis well in-hand,” the plant said calmly with 
a soothing female voice. “But the planet spoke to me… 
and our true threat is underground.”

“And remind me why we’re not bringing a phalanx 
of Battle Unicorns along with us if that’s true?” the bat 
sneered.

“They wouldn’t do any good.”
“Terrific.”
“No, I mean…”
“Waaaaitaminit…” the rat interrupted in a sharp 

voice, stopping. “I smell something… and it isn’t me if 
you’re thinkin’ of crackin’ wise, kid.”

“Hey, I get plenty of chances to poke fun, but…” 
The bat sniffed the air as it hovered. “Yucch, I smell 
it too… like rotting fish, moldy vegetables, and old 
copper wires.”

“Just like a Quintesson!” the plant said, turning 
sharply. There was a flash of light, and Al-Badur 
found himself face-to-face, unarmed and alone, with 
three hostile technorganic lifeforms in their humanoid 
modes.

 “Maximals! Hold. I am not your enemy.” Al-Badur 
said nervously, tentacles raised above his head.

“Yeah, an’ I taste like pumpkin pie!” Rattrap  
snapped back, turning to Nightscream. “Kid, let’s 
dissect this squid and see what makes him tick!”

“Easy, Rattrap,” Botanica said, putting a hand on his 
shoulder, but eyeing Al-Badur warily, the blasters on her 
hips locked on him. “State your business, Quintesson.”

“The foe you face will make short work of you, 
Maximals, if you do not heed my advice,” Al-Badur 
continued. “I understand your reluctance, but I am an… 
associate of the one you call Rodimus and his Wreckers. 
If they were only here, they would surely verify my 
status. I am a member of the team, as it were.”

“You’re a liar and a cheat, more likely,” Nightscream 
snapped.

“Granted. But at the moment I am your liar and 
cheat. And I shall prove it.” Al-Badur withdrew a 
slender metallic rod from a panel in his side. “In their 
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arrogance, my brethren did not change the access 
code of the Sharkticons designed during my time on 
Quintessa.” Al-Badur twisted several seemingly-iden-
tical segments of the rod and a signal burst out from 
the device, spreading through the planet’s surface. 
“By my assessment, those designs comprise approxi-
mately 33.7% of the current occupational force, thanks 
to my skinflint brethren’s obsession with cost-efficient 
conquest.”

Rattrap paused. “Contact the surface. I wanna know 
if he’s blowin’ fumes.”

Botanica nodded, and she shifted back into her 
plant-form. Roots burrowed into the surface, tapping 
into long-dormant communications wires that sparked 
to life at her touch…

“It is true!” she gasped after a few seconds of 
listening. “The garrison at Mount Megatron confirms 
that hundreds of Sharkticons have fallen inactive in 
Cybertropolis!”

“Well stuff me in a maze…” Rattrap muttered 
incredulously.

“It is as I say,” Al Badur smiled bitterly. “Hubris is 
the very air we breathe.” 

The land was rougher here. Technorganic plant 
matter was sparse, limited mostly to the valleys and 
a few outcroppings as they gave way to mountains of 
silicon-woven rock. The place must have been an indus-
trial complex of some type before the reformatting, as 
pipelines still wound their way through the landscape, 
and steam vents dotted the cliff walls. Overseer Vashik 
knew it wasn’t one of their constructs, but this was of 
little consequence.

Above, the beginnings of a fortified city were under 
construction, dark steel reaching up into the sky behind 
sections of battlement. Vashik knew the city would have 
to fall before defenses could be completed. They could 
not allow the Cybertronians to hole up in such a fortress. 
An orbital bombardment to eliminate it would cause too 
much collateral damage, and the Quintessons preferred 
to leave that option for when things had become truly 
unprofitable and it was time to cut their losses.

As the remnants of a Sharkticon splashed over his 
cowering form, Vashik began to calculate just how 
much more unprofitable this venture could become. His 
troops were being slaughtered, and the Cybertronians 
of this city were certainly anything but the docile 
animals the Judges had claimed inhabited the planet 
now. The purple stylized insect-head sigil that flew 
on their tattered banners glared down at him with 
contempt. It had shocked him to note the mix of forms 
in the opposing force; technorganics fought alongside 
wholly-mechanical beasts, as well as pre-reformatting 
synthetic-flesh cyborgs. He could swear there were even 
a few vehicular-form warriors among their number.

And to a mech, they were killers.
Vashik groaned. He was certain Derodomontatus 

had given him command of this front as punishment, 
though he had no idea what the transgression had been. 
After all, he had certainly done much the same to his 
unwitting subordinates whenever one had irked him, or 
if he was simply bored.

The calamity of battle seemed to be dying down. 
From behind the boulder he used as a shield, Vashik 
wondered if In-Saba Nur’s team was actually leading 
the sneak attack into the city at the proper schedule 
as planned, or if he was simply prolonging the assault 
on the weak point in the defenses in order to ensure a 
competitor was eliminated before taking the city. After 
all, it’s what Vashik would have done.

Just as he thought it would probably be a good idea 
to run for it, a dark shadow fell over him. Vashik looked 
up in horror, into the glowing electric-blue eyes of a 
mechanical dragon perched on the rock, framed by the 
sun behind him.

Vashik turned to flee, but a blast of flame cut off 
his escape. With the roar of a demon, the dragon trans-
formed, unfolding into a towering robot in purple 
and lavender armor, and raised a foot. The Overseer 
screamed and was cut short as the giant stepped forward, 
smashing the Quintesson to the ground, applying not 
enough force to kill, but more than enough to griev-
ously injure. Through one optic, Vashik saw the robot 
sadistically grin wide, idly flipping a jet-black battle 
hatchet in one clawed hand.

“Lord Gaaalllvatronnnn!”
The massive Predacon turned to the source of the 

shrill voice. He focused on a tiny organic insect, barely 
larger than one of his fingers. Wings thrummed quickly 
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keeping the creature aloft, and the bug’s incongruous 
maroon, mechanical head bobbed as it spoke.

“Fish-bug reports that shark-bots and five-faces are 
swarming western canyonnn into city!”

“Excellent. Inform my brother that he may proceed 
at his discretion.”

“OoooOOOooo! Yesss, mighty Galvatronnnnn!” 
The wasp let out a giggle of unmitigated glee, rubbing 
its forelegs together, and the air seemed to pop as he 
shot away with bullet-speed towards the crags.

Galvatron shifted slightly, reaching down and 
grabbing one set of the Quintesson’s arm-tentacles and 
pulling, ripping them free as matter-of-factly as if he was 
plucking errant weeds from a garden. He lifted his foot 
and grabbed the groaning Overseer by his remaining 
tentacles, lifting him up to face-level.

“Did it ever occur to you multi-faced morons that 
we left that canyon unguarded for a reason? Do you 
even know where we are?”

In-Saba Nur grinned as Sharkticons and Allicons 
poured into the canyon. The foolish Cybertronians had 
left his abandoned sluice duct alone, which led into the 
fortified city atop the cliffs.

Vashik’s contingent had surely drawn the bulk of 
the city’s defenders away, leaving the fortress itself 
easy prey, taken with minimal risk of damage. And 
with luck, Vashik himself would be a casualty of the 
assault… and if not, well, In-Saba Nur could always 
arrange for him to become one.

Over three hundred troops had entered the canyon 
now, with In-Saba Nur in the center of their number, 
safe from harm. Life was good.

What sounded like an earthquake behind him 
shocked the executioner out of his reverie. He gawped 
as massive steel doors rose from the floor of the canyon 
well behind them, rising high and cutting off escape. 
As the noise of the gate died down, a series of metallic 
clangs echoed throughout the canyon, and a deep 
rumbling began.

In-Saba Nur stared in horror as fountains of molten 
magma splashed into the cavern, sending his warriors 
into a screaming panic. Armor glowed and melted as 
more flows released into the trap. Some tried to climb 
the jagged walls, but the air soon filled with blaster 

fire and falling rocks. He turned upward to see armed 
Cybertronians on the upper walls of the canyon. Their 
weapons fire was not intended to kill, only contain. 
They were making sure none escaped, and that they 
died painfully in the magma.

A particularly loud clang spun In-Saba Nur around, 
just in time to see a massive wall of red-hot liquid metal 
pouring down on him.

A few minutes later, Galvatron strolled up to the lip 
of the canyon, idly swinging the stricken Vashik back 
and forth by his remaining tentacles. He nodded to a 
towering green tank-form robot, who gave him a salute 
and motioned for the other Predacons to follow him 
back into to the city. Gripping the Quintesson’s elon-
gated head with his free hand, he brought the Overseer 
upright, giving him a good view of the pool of churning 
molten metal below, where only the barest traces of the 
invasion force could be seen, swirling on the bubbling 
surface.

“It’s been said that you Quintessons are supposed 
to be an industrious lot,” Galvatron rumbled jovially. 
“So I’m sure it will give you some small measure of 
comfort to know that though you failed, and failed 
miserably I might add, at least your base metals will go 
towards building the glorious new Predacon capital of 
Darkmount.”

And with that said, he calmly lobbed the screaming 
Quintesson into the air over the smelting pool and 
turned away without pausing to hear the splash.

The sounds of battle pushed Rodimus and his 
companions forward, deeper into the planet. Rodimus 
lead the way in vehicle mode, his engine-mounted blaster 
taking care of the obstacles they couldn’t get around. 
Tap-Out barreled his way through what Rodimus didn’t 
blast, his hardened vehicle-mode frame shrugging 
off the damage easily. Cheetor raced alongside them, 
effortlessly keeping pace, leaping over barricades, even 
running along the walls and ceiling at points. Skywarp 
brought up the rear in jet mode, simply teleporting his 
way past anything that got in his flight path.

The tunnels shook with impact of distant missiles 
and flashes of light in the distance betrayed the presence 
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of energy weapons fire. When the tunnel finally ended 
it was Rodimus who came through first, transforming 
to robot mode with his weapons ready.

Devcon, Ramulus and Tigatron had seen better days 
but they were still in operating shape. Weary and injured 
they crouched behind cover as Cyclonus and Chro 
launched volley after volley against their positions, 
each Wrecker peeking over to fire wild, uncontrolled 
bursts at the colossal warriors. Cyclonus maintained 
his defensive position at the far end of the chamber, 
guarding a wide passage that joined the chamber near 
its roof. 

“Cyclonus,” Rodimus said in a firm, accusatory 
tone as the others transformed behind him. “Where is 
Cryotek?”

The Decepticon turned to the newcomers with a 
smug grin. “Greetings, Wreckers. I understand you wish 
to meet with my master, but that will have to wait until 
he’s done gutting your would-be savior. Those of you 
that I do not kill myself may have the honor of dying in 
a desperate, poetic last stand against the newly ascen-
dant Cryotek.” Cyclonus hovered in the tunnel between 
the Wreckers and their goal. His missiles trained on the 
warriors before him. Though outnumbered, he stood 
firm. His confidence alone was enough to give Rodimus 
and his companions pause. A trap was obvious, but 
what form would it come in? 

“Cyclonus, you worthless hunk of Decepticon 
garbage! Come down here and I’ll debug your operating 
system with my bare hands!” Ramulus screamed. 

“Oh shut up,” Skywarp snapped. He raised his arms 
and fired.

The first blast caught Ramulus in the leg, dropping 
him. The next several pounded the floor around him, 
cracking ancient masonry until it shattered. The 
Maximal plummeted into the darkness below.

“That felt good, heheheh,” Skywarp chuckled, 
turning to the stunned Wreckers as he hovered towards 
Cyclonus’s position. “Oh, don’t gimme that look just 
because you never had the bearings to do it.”

“Excellent, Skywarp,” Cyclonus smirked. “Welcome 
back.”

“Skywarp!” Rodimus snarled.
“Heheheh. We got even-up way back, Roddy, 

even before that little stunt with the shuttle,” Skywarp 
scoffed. “I don’t owe you guys nothin’.”

“Ever since he was reformatted into my Armada, 
Skywarp has been mine to command,” Cyclonus 
gloated. “Even when his older personality matrix was 
restored, that link remained.” 

“Yeah. I always hated that.”
“What?” Cyclonus said just before Skywarp 

vanished from his position at the air commander’s  
right-hand side. He felt the pulse of displaced air erupt 
behind him a split second before Skywarp’s blasters 
discharged into his back, sending him staggering 
forward.

Skywarp rematerialized next to a stunned Tigatron, 
leveling his blasters again at Cyclonus. “I’ll settle with 
the zoo crew later. But you… I never liked you. Even 
when you were a bug I hated your stinkin’ circuits. 
Like I said, only one guy ever bossed me around, and it 
sure as slag ain’t you. So guess what? Heheheh… It’s 
payback time.”

“Treason!” Cyclonus howled as he regained his 
footing. 

“You forget what being a Decepticon is all about, 
rabbit-ears?” Skywarp laughed. “What are you waiting 
for, meat-puppets? A nice slow dance? Let’s WRECK 
AND RULE!”

Cyclonus regained his composure, though his 
optics blazed red with anger. “If you had any sense at 
all, Skywarp, you would have attempted to discover my 
plan before betraying me.”

The tunnel behind Cyclonus filled with glowing 
pinpricks of green light. One by one, Sharkticons 
poured from the gap behind him. 

“… oops,” Skywarp muttered to himself, eyeing the 
massing horde nervously.

“I did not think the Quintessons would mind my 
borrowing a few companies of their troops when we 
were allied. And now that we are not, they are in no 
position to retrieve them. Sharkticons, devour the 
Wreckers.” 

Weapons fire erupted in the chamber as the Wreckers 
and Cyclonus’s Sharkticon minions clashed. Though 
superior in training and ability, the Wreckers found 
themselves outnumbered by their foes, which were as 
lacking in restraint and mercy as they were in intelli-
gence and independence. 

Skywarp readied his blasters to enter the fray when 
a pair of metal hands grasped him hard. Rodimus 
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grabbed Skywarp by the neck and slammed him against 
a wall. “You…”

“Hurk... heheh…” Skywarp’s grill twisted into 
something resembling a smile. “Trust me… much as I’d 
love to dance on your grave, motorhead, we got bigger 
problems,” he chuckled, watching as Tap-Out leapt 
howling through the air, brandishing a pair of severed 
Sharkticon mace-tails in his hands before bringing 
them down on an unlucky creature. “You need every 
gun you can get…and as much as I hate you… I got a 
score with those squids. Heheh. I got my priorities in 
order… you?”

Rodimus stared at the Decepticon, optics burning in 
anger, but let him go.

“When this is over, you and I will have a reck-
oning.”

“Aw, and I thought you didn’t care. Heheh.”
As the two veterans rejoined the battle, Cheetor 

ducked behind a large chunk of fallen rock, and 
turned his head when he realized he was sharing the 
blockade.

“It has been far too long, Little Cat… though it 
appears that appellation no longer fits you.”

“Tigatron?! How… wait, no time!” Cheetor cried as 
the two dove to avoid the explosion of a drone-missile 
obliterating their cover. “Fill me in once we’ve taken 
this relic out!” Cheetor rolled to his feet and hurled one 
of his scimitars at their adversary. The spinning blade 
found its mark and buried itself in Cyclonus’s chest. 

For a brief moment Cyclonus paused. The moment 
of hesitation was born of shock, however. While the 
wound was painful it was not lethal, and with a momen-
tary swipe of his forearm Cyclonus broke the blade off 
a few inches outside the wound. 

“Your bravery is impressive, Maximal. A pity it will 
do you no good!”

As if in answer to Cyclonus’s outburst the chamber 
it up with roiling bolts of energy that arced like giant 
orange-red electrical sparks. A surge struck Tap-Out 
and passed through him into Skywarp. The other 
Cybertronians in the chamber dodged and scurried for 
cover as the two caught in the web of energy screamed 
and were suddenly silenced.

No corpses lingered, no charred remains, simply 
pockets of vacuum that collapsed one after another like 
miniature thunderclaps.

If a single Wrecker had been able to see past the 
blinding flash to Cyclonus they would have witnessed 
his confusion as well. 

“You… what in the name of Primus did you do to 
them?!” Rodimus howled, fists clenching.

“Excuse me?” Cyclonus said as a cruel sneer 
crossed his face, replacing the look of shock. “Much 
as I would love to take the credit, particularly for that 
odious Skywarp… I can only assume that your friends 
were simply… unlucky. Sharkticons… you may resume 
the frenzy.”

“Tigatron!” Cheetor yelled from behind a smashed 
outcropping of stone and metal. “We’re down three 
soldiers and Cyclonus still has plenty of Sharkticons!” 
He turned to Tigatron as he sliced the arm of a Sharkticon 
that reached over the barrier. “Big Cat, I need you to 
make for the surface. Get us reinforcements… Snarl, 
the Dinobots, anyone you can find!”

Tigatron tilted his head in puzzlement. “Since when 
do…”

“I don’t have time, Tigatron!” Cheetor tackled the 
gleaming white Maximal to the ground just as an errant 
chunk of shrapnel spun through the area where they had 
just been standing. “You’re wounded and as Optimus’s 
successor I’m giving you an order! We either stop 
Cryotek now or we look for a new planet!”

“Yes sir!” Tigatron replied as he shifted to his beast 
form. Something in the young cat had changed, and as 
much as Tigatron wanted to stay and protect his one-
time protégé, he realized those days were over.

“Forty-seven!” Dinotron’s voice echoed over the 
howls and explosions of the battlefield. 

“Fifty-one!” Triceradon’s voice replied. 
“Forty-eight… forty nine!” Dinotron shouted back.
Over the thud of an exploding rocket, Triceradon 

replied “Fifty-three!”
“Rockets, huh? Right!” Dinotron snarled and 

stabbed a robot-mode Sharkticon through the belly. With 
a grunt, he lifted the skewered Sharkticon into the air 
and brought it down hard on the skull of an advancing 
Allicon. “Double points for style! Fifty-three!”
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Suddenly, the smaller Reptron bounded into a 
clearing, swinging something oblong by its tentacles. 
He howled in joy and swung the groaning object in a 
wide arc, clearing out nearly a dozen Sharkticons.

“Whoooooooooooo! Quint Judge at ten points a 
face, yeah! Double points for style per Shark! Grand 
total so far, one hundred and sixteen! Yeah!”

Dinotron and Triceradon gaped at the miniature 
Dinobot for a second before leaping into the fray with 
renewed vigor. T-Wrecks, embroiled in his own melee 
against the seemingly endless Sharkticon hordes, shook 
his head. Dinobots relished combat but keeping score 
was a new twist introduced by the impetuous Dinotron. 
T-Wrecks found the concept somewhat tacky.

A crushing wave of Sharkticon soldiers interrupted 
T-Wrecks’s disgust. He swung the dinosaur head that 
took the place of his right hand like a cudgel, shattering 
one enemy’s skull even as his pincer-like left hand sent 
another to the ground. The battle was not without cost. 
A Sharkticon took a chunk of synthesized flesh from 
T-Wrecks’ right leg and another tore free a chunk of his 
left arm. Damaged but defiant he climbed the corpses 
of the Sharkticons he had killed and opened fire with a 
swarm of missiles. 

When the smoke cleared, T-Wrecks surveyed the 
battlefield. Dinotron still leapt back and forth, blasting 
in all directions with a stolen Sharkticon laser cannon. 
Terranotron swept back the Sharkticon hordes on the 
left flank. Where Triceradon had stood, however, there 
was only empty space. Just as Striker had vanished not 
long ago….

T-Wrecks hit his communicator. “Snarl! Longhorn! 
Trice is gone... just... gone.... vanished with no sign of 
where he went! Are the Quints deploying new weapons 
there?”

 

“If it is a Quint weapon, it’s pretty sloppy! A huge 
chunk of their force is unaccounted for too... We were 
worried they might have gone off to flank us but there’s 
no sign of them!” Longhorn answered. Miles away 
from the Dinobot front, the Maximal warrior swung his 
hoof-hammer into the maw of a Sharkticon, shattering 
its teeth.

“Think they’ll try it again?” The communicator 
crackled.

“Let’s hope not,” Longhorn muttered. He looked 
forlornly at the Beast Rider, lying on its side, with no 
trace of its pilot. 

Arcee stood mere meters from the entrance to the 
underground cavern system that lead to both her friends 
and her foes. Fractyl lay further away, his makeshift 
life support system propped against a fallen technor-
ganic tree. Cybertropolis was a war zone and there was 
no time to find a medical camp. Arcee struggled with 
her own indecision. She was needed below and she was 
needed above. 

After a few long moments she spoke. “They need 
me inside.”

“Go,” Rotorbolt said in response, waving a clawed 
hand as he sat on the tree, resting his rotors. “I will care 
for Fractyl. He is one of my own.” 

Arcee nodded and placed a hand on Fractyl’s 
shoulder. “I’ll be back for you, I promise,” she said 
quietly before turning and running into the tunnel. As 
Arcee transformed into her spider mode and skittered 
away, Rotorbolt looked down at his new charge.

Yes, Fractyl was one of his own. The condition 
the geologist was in made Rotorbolt’s fuel turn. Such 
helplessness, such weakness was beneath a Predacon… 
even a mere scientist like Fractyl. For his people the 
next world, the Allspark, was real. It was a quantifi-
able scientific fact. He idly fingered the power switch 
on Fractyl’s life support system. 

Would it not be better to send this frail warrior to the 
recycling bin with dignity? Would it not be a kindness 
to spare him further suffering that he might live again 
when the Allspark returned his essence to this plane 
once more?

Would there be anyplace for him to return to if 
the Wreckers failed? Was it possible they would fail 
without him? A beeping alert from the machinery shook 
Rotorbolt from his ethical computations. 

“Fractyl.” A growling voice came from the mouth 
of the cave.

“Unless you are a medic, Tigatron,” Rotorbolt 
answered. “I suggest you return to the fight and leave 
the dead to die.” 
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“I am no medic. But are you a murderer?”
Rotorbolt shrugged nonchalantly. “We leave him 

here. Perhaps a Sharkticon finds him. Perhaps his life 
support fails. Perhaps he lives by luck alone. He is a 
Predacon; it is our way to end weakness.”

“There are other options, Rotorbolt.” Tigatron 
paused. “I… I will use the Vok within me.” he said, 
opening his chest. “They healed me once. Surely they 
can restore this one as well.”

~This favor is within our power, Tigatron.~ The 
voice seemed to come from nowhere. Rotorbolt did not 
move or react, leaving Tigatron to realize that the sound 
existed only within his own audio circuits. ~But there 
will be a price.~

~You are healed and we are finished with you, 
Maximal,~ another voice stated coldly. 

~Your spark binds us. You use us as a weapon.~
~But it was you that was meant to be the weapon. 

We cannot stop this use of our powers.~
~Yet healing is beyond what you can force us to 

do.~
~You will release us.~
~Our power will leave you.~
~We will heal him for our freedom.~
~Or we shall all three watch him die.~
Tigatron paused. The Vok bound to his spark had 

saved his life and the lives of others many times already. 
Without them he was unsure if he could even survive. 
Yet another child of the planet Earth, a gentle, peaceful 
Predacon spark, perhaps the only one of its kind, lay 
dying before him.

The choice was clear.
Rotorbolt watched in awe as Tigatron fell suddenly 

silent. For what seemed like eons he stared at Fractyl 
as life ebbed from the Predacon’s frame, and for a time 
Rotorbolt wondered if the Maximal had merely stopped 
to watch an old enemy pass from this world and into 
the next. The tiger’s words, “I grant you your freedom. 
Heal my companion,” came as though in answer to some 
unspoken demand. Tigatron’s spark chamber opened, 
and a flare of light spilled out over Fractyl’s wounded 
form. Through the light, Rotorbolt swore he could see a 
pair of shadowy forms dart about Fractyl’s body.

The light faded and Tigatron slumped forward. He 
was the same in appearance yet he seemed somehow 
diminished. It was as though some great part of him had 
fled and he seemed less the god-like figure he had been 

and more like a very wise, yet very mortal Maximal 
warrior.

Fractyl’s optics lit up.
“Ti…gatron? Rotorbolt?” he gasped as he pulled 

himself upright unsteadily. “I… had the strangest 
dream...”

“Save the dream-talk until we waken from the 
nightmare.” Rotorbolt said. “As soon as you get your 
feet we’ll need both of you in fighting shape.”

As the Sharkticons engaged the functioning 
Wreckers, Cyclonus flew down the tunnel. He turned 
and launched a pair of missiles into the ceiling behind 
him. Just as he intended, the ceiling collapsed, sending 
out a wave of dust. Even if the Wreckers defeated his 
minions the barrier would slow Cyclonus’s enemies 
long enough for him to establish a new defensive 
position. By the time a third was required his master’s 
plans would be complete.

Through the clearing dust and debris, however, a 
flaw in Cyclonus’s plan became apparent.

“Leaving so soon, old friend?” 
The orange and red Autobot had been swift enough 

to dive under the collapsing rock before the tunnel was 
sealed. Rodimus remained to be dealt with. 

“You don’t stand a chance without your friends, 
Autobot!” Cyclonus said as he launched a volley of 
missiles toward Rodimus. 

The Autobot cavalier deftly dodged to the side, 
transforming in midair to his more compact vehicle 
mode only to spin around and transform back before 
hitting the ground. He raised his cannons and returned 
fire. “And you don’t stand a chance without Galvatron 
pulling your strings! I’m surprised you can talk without 
his hand up your reactor linkage!”

“And I am surprised you can stand up and fight 
without mourning Optimus Prime!” Cyclonus said, 
hurling a chunk of scrap iron at the Autobot. The 
makeshift projectile found its mark and buried itself in 
Rodimus’s thigh. “Does it hurt, Autobot? Do we need 
to stop so you can dwell on how unworthy you are? I 
can wait!”
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“Why don’t you call Cryotek and ask him what to 
do?” Rodimus’s left hand receded into his sleeve to be 
replaced by a buzzsaw, and he leapt forward.  A single 
stroke mauled Cyclonus’s right missile-door, sealing it. 
“Or maybe you can find a wandering mental patient and 
ask for his advice. It worked for you in the past!”

“Galvatron was twice the leader you were, boy!” 
Cyclonus released a barrage of laser blasts from his 
chest-cannons. In his rage, they went wide and left 
Rodimus an opening. The Autobot quickly closed 
the gap and smashed his fist into Cyclonus’s jaw, 
then jammed his buzzsaw deep into the Decepticon’s 
shoulder. The blow was almost instantly countered by 
a rocket-powered kick to Rodimus’s midsection that 
sent the Autobot to the floor and left the buzzsaw, now 
ripped loose from his arm, buried in the twisted metal 
above Cyclonus’s shoulder-joint.

“Maybe in terms of mass… Oh, wait… I get it, you 
mean in failures, right? I mean… he certainly got you 
Decepticons off the planet Chaar!” Rodimus laughed 

as he dodged another volley of shots. “Oh, wait, you 
must be talking about how many times we each kicked 
your thruster array, right? I mean, I only beat you down 
once or twice a week… I wonder how much energon he 
expended smacking you around every day!”

“You arrogant little…” Cyclonus tackled Rodimus 
to the ground. “Without the Matrix you were nothing 
but a child!” 

“Maybe, maybe not!” Rodimus smashed his head 
into Cyclonus’s, sending the Decepticon tumbling 
backwards and clutching at his face as oil flowed from 
his mouth. “But I grew up! You’re still kissing the skid-
plate of a ‘con with more vision than you! Only now it’s 
a two-bit crime boss with delusions of grandeur instead 
of the psychotic leftovers of Megatron’s legacy!”

“Upstart!” Cyclonus growled and leapt to his feat, 
chest-mounted blasters pointed at Rodimus’s chest.

“Whipping bot!” Rodimus said as his own arm-
blasters trained on Cyclonus’s spark and hummed to 
life.
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Both robots stopped, the only sounds in the room 
the distant thunder of battles being fought elsewhere on 
the planet, echoing through the labyrinthine tunnels of 
Cybertron’s underground. Both looked at each other’s 
guns, unflinching.

Cyclonus sneered. “You haven’t got the guts.”
Rodimus merely smiled darkly. “Well, if what 

you’ve said about me is true… what have I got to 
lose?”

Both robots stared hard into the optics of the other. 
And each saw no bluff, no guile.

Both pulled the trigger.

Aboard the Quintesson warship Paradigm, which 
had remained in low orbit over Polyhex as a commu-
nications relay point back to New Quintessa, Admiral 
Krahulik gazed at the viewscreens in horror. The 
smelting magma that belched from Darkmount had 
consumed his brethren and their Sharkticon slaves 
without regard for rank, title, or economic standing. 
The tactical map of Cybertron glowed red at every 
landing point. Those teams that hadn’t simply vanished 
off the map were begging for reinforcements, reporting 
massive casualties, or simply transmitting their death-
rattles back to the Quintesson mothership.

It was unforgivable, unthinkable, impossible. The 
Cybertronians had panicked and ran at first, but now, 
they were trouncing the Quintessons at every turn, 
and it seemed the very planet itself was fighting back 
in places. And how in the name of Justice had nearly 
a whole third of their occupational force been simply 
knocked offline?

This was not how the plan was supposed to go. This 
was not what they had so carefully designed all these 
years. And that insufferable free trader had vanished as 
well… had they not calculated for the betrayal that he 
was surely planning? Was that not part of the plan?

“Prepare plasma arrays for orbital bombardment.”
“But what of our forces still remaining on the 

surface?” the navigator asked, risking a quick trip to 
the Sharkticon tank.

Krahulik waved a tentacle dismissively, bobbing 
his long head. “I am certain our brethren will appreciate 

our proactive solution to the unexpected impediment to 
our forward progression in this unparalleled business 
opportunity,” he replied. “Lock forward batteries onto 
the largest population cent-”

The ship suddenly lurched, and warning klaxons 
blared to life.

“What happened?!”
“We’re being fired on! The orbital defense grid… 

it’s active!!”
The ship shuddered violently as more of the massive 

rocks orbiting Cybertron turned to track the ship, the 
main viewscreen coming alive with blasts of light as 
cannons slid into view from their surface.

“Impossible! The reformatting knocked all planet-
side defense controls offline!”

“Impossible or not, they are attacking and the core 
has been brea-”

Two sets of optics watched the Quintesson ship 
detonate from one of the rocky bases that spun gently 
in high orbit over Cybertron.

“I see your skills have not been dulled in the 
slightest. Tracking a target with seven different batteries 
on separate firing trajectories simultaneously without 
the assist of a Targetmaster-level aiming subroutine, 
and not a single missed shot… truly impressive, as 
always.”

“My skills would be all for naught if not for yours,” 
a booming female voice toned back. “After all, it was 
you who rewired the control array to allow us access 
from this monitoring station.”

Obsidian nodded and turned to the viewport, taking 
in the blue-green orb that was the new Cybertron below. 
“Indeed, Strika… but I must wonder of events on the 
surface. Had we but awakened from our… indisposi-
tion sooner…”

“You’ve never been one to dwell on that which 
you could not change. Besides… if that mere handful 
of Maximals could best us, what hope have the 
Quintessons?”

“True enough. Though, we have much work still to 
do… more invaders might come. We must get more of 
the defense grid online. We must also find a way to re-
establish contact with the surface.”
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His dark, twisted Vehicon face turned slightly, giving 
a hint of a smile. “We must, as always, be vigilant… for 
long as we function, Cybertron will remain safe.”

Rodimus groaned as sensors came back online, 
though he almost wished they hadn’t. What wasn’t 
numb somehow felt like it was simultaneously freezing 
and on fire. He barely managed to slide himself up into 
a seated position against the wall and looked down.

His torso-plate had been torn apart and melted. 
Fluids almost poured from his wound, frayed wires 
sparking randomly. “So that’s what a cosmotron looks 
like,” he muttered weakly.

“Yes… so very similar to my own. How very 
fitting…”

Cyclonus pulled his shattered body up, supporting 
the dead weight on one leg. He laughed, which broke 
into violent coughs accompanied by the spatter of mech 
fluids.

“Well done, Rodimus,” he coughed, turning to look 
at him through one good optic. “Well… played indeed. 
It seems we’re finally ending this dance after so many 
years… so many years.” In the distance, the sound of 
tumbling boulders echoed through the tunnels. 

“Centuries ago… even with the devastating losses 
at the hands of Unicron… the Decepticons had you 
Autobots outgunned, outmanned. But you… you gave 
the Autobots hope. You pulled your people up and 
drove them on. You were the reason we were finally 
forced from the world we had taken, and why the 
Maximals became the seat of power on Cybertron.” A 
chilling breeze swept past Cyclonus and washed over 
Rodimus’s crumpled form.

Cyclonus started to drag himself towards Rodimus, 
the claws on his one working arm clicking together to 
form a spike. “You will be dead very soon… and you 
deserve to know… though I hated Optimus… you… 
you I respected. Yes, respected. You were why I tried so 
hard to bring back Galvatron… to give the Decepticons 
a leader who could mobilize his people the way you 
did yours. When that ultimately failed, I joined with 
Cryotek.”

Cyclonus dragged himself closer to the fallen 
Autobot. “There will be no torture for you, my old 
enemy, no lingering death in a sickbed like your fallen 
master. I will terminate your program cleanly. I owe 
you that much.”

“Speaking of owing…”
Before Cyclonus could turn to track the voice, his 

back lit up with explosions, dropping him to the floor. 
Rotorbolt in his silent-running copter mode emerged 
from the shadows, gun barrels smoking as he trans-
formed to robot mode. As he shifted, the tunnel filled 
with the thrumming “WHUPWHUPWHUPWHUP” 
sound of his rotors, his stealth features completely inop-
erative in robot mode. Light from the newly reopened 
tunnel shined behind Rotorbolt and cast a long shadow 
over Rodimus. Rotorbolt gave the Autobot a cursory 
nod before turning back to Cyclonus.

As he hovered over the fallen Decepticon, he said 
something, accompanied by several rude gestures. His 
voice was drowned out by the noise, however.

“What?” Cyclonus wheezed out trying to turn his 
head to see his attacker.

Rotorbolt threw his arms up and rolled his head 
melodramatically, then shut his rotors off, landing 
with a sickening crunch into the middle of Cyclonus’ 
shredded back. He leaned down until his long face was 
right next to Cyclonus’ head.

“I said; that was for stabbing me in the back on 
Archa Nine!” Rotorbolt screamed at full volume. “And 
this…” Rotorbolt’s skeletal fingers recessed into his 
wrist, and Cyclonus saw each hole light up with plasma 
as Rotorbolt placed the barrels of his arm-blasters 
directly against the Decepticon’s face.

“This is for making me repeat myself!”
When the din finally cleared, Rotorbolt dusted his 

hands off, stepping gingerly on legs he was clearly not 
used to using.

“Sorry I didn’t get here sooner, Rodimus, but ran 
into a horde of those abominable Sharkticons… and I 
thought the Vehicons were a bunch of brainless boors- 
Rodimus? … Rodimus? …Oh no….”
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Devcon could feel time slowing down around 
him. He and Cheetor had been the only ones left in 
the cavern to handle the monstrous Chro, and even the 
cat’s blinding speed and Devcon’s firepower were hard-
pressed to handle the abomination alone. A rocket-burst 
had nearly buried Cheetor under rubble, and Devcon 
had turned for but a second to make sure the Maximal 
was functional.

That momentary lapse of concentration had allowed 
Cryotek’s pet Deployer to hit him square in the chest 
manifold with a burst of plasma. The wound had not 
been fatal but it stunned the Autobot long enough for 
Chro to assume its monstrous bird-form and dive in 
to attack. Helpless as his systems came back online 
Devcon could only look on as the creature opened its 
immense, bladed maw and sweep in like the vast, pred-
atory bird that it was. 

The Autobot’s systems would be back to a func-
tional state in 3.7 seconds but by his calculations the 
bird’s jaws would close upon his head in less than 
two and a half. Devcon had time to contemplate how 
humiliating the circumstances were as he watched the 
monster’s fangs slide closer and closer in excruciating 
clarity, 1.4 seconds to functionality and .2 seconds to a 
painful death.

Then, without warning, the Deployer’s wings shud-
dered in mid-flap and reversed themselves. Devcon 
watched as the bird’s form drew away from him, yanked 
backwards by a pair of long, cable-like weblines that 
adhered to each wing. The Deployer was nearly to the 
ceiling, hurled backwards by the rebound of the web-
cables, when Devcon’s systems recovered and his 
perception of time returned to normal. For the first time 
since the beginning of the battle the beast’s trajectory 
was predictable. Devcon drew his blasters and fired 
eight full-power shots in rapid succession.

“You missed three of those.” Arcee said just before 
Chro’s body crashed to the ground, still bound in the 
web-lines gripped in her robot-mode claws. 

“I’m entirely metal, maybe I’m getting rusty,” 
Devcon muttered. Normally the challenge to his prowess 
would have stung, but the Autobot bounty hunter was 
just happy to be functioning. 

“Where is Rodimus?” Tigatron’s voice interrupted 
from the tunnel behind Arcee, followed in short order 
by Fractyl. “And where is Rotorbolt?” 

“Rotorbolt went down the tunnel after Cyclonus and 
Rodimus.” Devcon said. “He didn’t even stick around 
to help us with the overgrown turkey.”

Arcee nodded and ran down the dark tunnel Devcon 
had indicated. Fractyl took a moment to peer at Cheetor 
curiously before following.

Cheetor picked himself up, dusting himself off. 
“Thanks, Big Cat… I’m glad you all showed up before 
this cat was eaten by that canary.”

“Oh man. Sure glad we missed this party, eh?” a 
familiar voice called out.

The Wreckers turned as Rattrap, Botanica and 
Nightscream entered the chamber from a side-tunnel.

“Rattrap! Look who’s here!”
“Ey ey eyyyy!! Rattrap hooted, zipping forward and 

leaping up into the startled Tigatron’s arms. “Tigatron 
the Barbarian is back!”

“It’s good to-”
“Looks like we ain’t the only ones who had a little 

fashion makeover, huh? Lookin’ nice! You make the 
Decepticon hand-me-down look work!”

“Thank you, my f-”
“Ey, aside from that little Quint problem, watcha 

think of Cybertron? Not as jarring a shift a’ scenery as 
ya were worried ‘bout, huh?”

“It’s-”
“Oh, Stripes, yeah, I gotta introduce ya… this is 

Botanica. Yeah, I know, who’d a-thunk a hot-roller like 
me’d wanna settle down, huh?”

“I-”
“An’ hey, speakin’ of the dames, if you’re here, 

where’s th’ bird lady? I even miss the way she’d tell me 
ta shut up!”

“Shut up, Rattrap,” Botanica interjected with a 
smile.

Rattrap smirked and leapt down, looking up at 
Tigatron with a chuckle and a shrug. “Can’t live without 
‘em, huh?”

“I see the Vok finally cut your strings,” Al-Badur 
sneered as he faded in from the shadows, arm-tenta-
cles crossed before him in impatience. “I’m impressed 
you’re still ambulatory, let alone functional.”

“Oh yeah… is this grease-stain with you guys?” 
Rattrap snarled, jerking a thumb at the Quintesson.

Tigatron sighed. “Regrettably.”
“Hello, Rattrap,” another female voice called, but 

without enthusiasm.
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Rattrap turned to see Arcee emerge from the tunnel, 
carrying a groaning but barely-functional Rodimus, 
aided by Rotorbolt and Fractyl.

“Oh. Uh… hey, Arcee.”
Both Cybertronians avoided each others’ eye 

awkwardly.
Botanica looked back and forth between the two. 

“Do either of you want to-”
“No,” the two said simultaneously.
Cheetor ran to Rodimus’s side. “Rodimus, what 

happened to-”
“Hey, guys, believe me, this reunion special has 

me choking back tears,” Nightscream snapped. “But I 
don’t know if you all noticed, but there’s still a few 
zillion Sharkticons tearing up the planet up there and 
apparently another megalomaniacal dragon trying to 
become a god down here!”

“The more things change, the more they stay the 
same.” Rattrap smirked darkly. 

“Indeed,” Tigatron said. “There are more pressing 
matters at hand. Come!”

Judge Heirodyus hovered motionless as the broad-
casted image from the Paradigm became a sea of white 
noise. 

He had been chosen to stay behind with a garrison 
on New Quintessa, as Derodomontatus was unwilling 
to simply abandon what property the Quintessons still 
had claim to, regardless of the assurances of the free 
trader. Heirodyus had come to the conclusion that ulti-
mately, this was a wise choice.

It also dawned on him that Derodomontatus was 
likely dead and the controlling shares of the operation 
now fell to him. His red mustached face spun into place, 
and he allowed himself a brief chuckle. It was a regret-
table setback, but the Quintessons were nothing if not 
patient. There would be other opportunities.

First, however, he had to ascertain the flaws of this 
attack… and who to blame for them. Perhaps the tech-
norganic matter…. Yes, the technorganics. The free 
trader had given them much… assistance in the final 
design and its proliferation. The shortcomings were 
undoubtedly his fault.

Heirodyus turned, waving a tentacle to summon 
two armed guards to his side. He glided through the 
tunnels of their headquarters, reaching the greenhouse 
minutes later. He paused for a moment. If only these 
plants were capable of thought they might conceiv-
ably be his cousins. Lesser cousins to be sure, but 
their complexity was nonetheless impressive. Fusions 
of organic and technological perfection, the plants 
were marvels of engineering. How wonderful and 
magnificent, Heirodyus thought, his people were. Their 
wayward merchandise could create such things. Even 
the faintest echo of Quintesson existence was a wonder 
compared to the substandard piles of silicon or carbon 
that pretended to be intelligent life on other worlds.

The rustle of claws on metal alerted Heirodyus to a 
presence behind him. He spun, facing two horrendous 
organic creatures. One was massive, covered in stained 
white fur, standing on hind legs. The other was blood-
red, standing on four needle-sharp spindly legs, thorn-
covered pincers waving in time with a swaying, barb-
tipped tail. Both were covered in scars, flesh torn away 
in places to reveal twisted machinery beneath.

Two of the flawed Mutants who had been sentenced 
to death a short while ago in the Sharkticon pit.

“You?! Impossible! I saw you die!”
“You saw us get attacked by Sharkticons.” Icebird 

rumbled, his one remaining eye focusing on the Judge, 
ursine lips twisting into a snarl. “Not the same thing.”

Poison Bite snapped his claws in the air. “You 
murdered our friends and laid siege to our home, slaver. 
What do you think will happen to you now?”

“You will attempt to destroy me,” the Quintesson 
said, smugness quickly replacing shock. His “doubt” 
face swung away, quickly replaced by “death” with a 
sharp click. “Emphasis on the attempt.”

Heirodyus gave no signal. Seemingly from nowhere, 
Quintesson guards, backed by Sharkticons, poured from 
walls and technorganic brush.

The Mutants seemed unfazed. “Not this time, 
slaver,” Icebird snarled, as both creatures began to glow 
with a pure white light.

The air in the arboretum quickly filled with screams. 
Heirodyus spun in confusion as all around him, the 
technorganic plants seemed to respond to the Mutants, 
whipping up, snatching guards and Sharkticons and 
crushing them in mighty vines, or impaling them with 
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massive thorns. A few guards managed to get into the 
clearing, only to be snared and crushed by Poison Bite.

Heirodyus found an opening and ran. There were 
escape pods here; there were always escape pods liber-
ally scattered across Quintesson installations. Escape 
first, place blame later, it was how they had survived so 
long. He had nearly made it to one when the scorpion 
Mutant appeared before him in a flash of blue light. 
“How-?!” He exclaimed in shock.

“We found the balance… and met our maker,” 
Poison Bite snarled.

The Quintesson looked frantically for another means 
of escape. Before he could move, Icebird leapt and 
massive claws punched through the Judge’s steel skin 
effortlessly and pinned him to the ground. Heirodyus 
looked up in horror at the glowing-white eye of the 
bear, who grinned down at him with broken, metal-
cored fangs.

Icebird glowed brighter, and his bear-head seemed 
to melt into his body, as blue steel replaced it, forming 
a twisted, monstrous visage.  When the Mutant spoke, 
though, the voice was not his own. Heirodyus felt his 
body go numb.

You Are Nothing If Not Predictable, it said. Pure 
white light streamed from the face’s eyes and mouth 
and where the light fell, Heirodyus felt his exoskeleton 
sizzle.

Thank You For Your Role In This, Quintesson. 
I Can Always Count On Your Interference To Drive 
My Children Forward. The Mutant’s face smiled 
knowingly. And On Your Inability To Learn From 
Your Mistakes.

“No…” Heirodyus croaked out, frozen with fear. 
“…it can’t be… we… trapped you… behind the 
Oracle…”

Which Is Now Gone, the light said. Goodbye, 
Heirodyus. I Will Call Your People To Me Again The 
Next Time I Have Need Of An Evolutionary Crisis. 

“What is this place?” Nightscream gazed upward in 
awe. The room was immense, obviously designed for 
the larger robots of yesteryear. The golden walls were 
of an alloy not used in Cybertronian construction since 

Iacon was first built. Towering rectangular frescoes 
adorned the chamber walls. A stylized representation 
of a dragon on an organic world sent a chill of remem-
brance through the young Maximal’s system. The other 
frescoes represented different worlds and environments, 
each one stranger than the last.

“This is a chamber of horrors, Maximal.” Al-Badur 
said. “A Quintesson execution chamber where we put 
our most treacherous citizens and most dangerous 
creations to a painful end.”

“Creepy.”
“Yes... creepy indeed.” Al-Badur chuckled. “But 

with this chamber’s armaments turned upon Cryotek, 
along with your formidable powers, we will be able 
to destroy the free trader and liberate your home.” As 
Al-Badur surveyed the chamber and its many open 
passages, Arcee and Fractyl pulled Rodimus to a 
shielded corner.

“Stay with him during the fight, Fractyl.” Arcee 
said. Fractyl nodded in silence.

“Ehh... There’s one thing I don’t get here, ‘yer 
honor’“ Rattrap shoved himself between Al-Badur and 
Nightscream. “What, exactly, do you get out of helping 
us?”

“Why... the most precious thing of all,” Al-Badur 
answered. “Revenge.”

“And how do we know Sentinel Maximus and 
Cryotek will get here?” Nightscream added.

“I have directed Maximus to guide the battle in this 
direction. In fact... it should be mere seconds before 
they arrive.”

As if in answer to Al-Badur’s statement, a flash of 
blue-white light lit up one of the side tunnels leading 
into the chamber, scattering the warriors like leaves 
in a hurricane. An immense blue dragon and a robotic 
warrior in red, white and blue chrome tumbled through 
the passageway and into the center of the chamber.

“Wreckers, engage Cryotek, hold him!” Al-Badur 
shouted as he tapped a few insignificant-looking spots 
on the wall. A control platform rose from the masonry 
and came to life. “I will direct the chamber’s weapons 
against him.”

With a sweep of his wings Cryotek broke free of 
Sentinel Maximus’s grasp and threw the Wreckers 
against the walls of the chamber. Al-Badur began 
tapping keys at a furious pace. “You must hold him 
while I erect a force field to contain him!”
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Devcon leapt through the air and grabbed hold of 
Cryotek’s neck. From point-blank range he blasted 
at the armored joints with his forearm cannons while 
Rotorbolt and Botanica focused their weapons fire 
on the dragon’s midsection. Cryotek shifted his robot 
form in response. His new arrangement of body-parts 
allowed him to grab Devcon with his free hand and 
hurl him unceremoniously into the still-groggy Sentinel 
Maximus. Nightscream fired his fangs at the beast, 
but Cryotek quickly snatched the line that connected 
them to the Maximal and swung the helpless bat into 
Rotorbolt.

“Something isn’t right here,” Arcee said out loud 
as a second wave of fighters leapt in to replace those 
that had been knocked away. Something about the 
chamber was familiar. The memory was distant. There 
was a story she had been told once, an adventure she 
had heard about but not experienced. A story about a 
world filled with wizards and warriors, dungeons and 
dragons. A world beyond…

…Beyond a Quintesson portal.
“Get off the circle!” Arcee screamed as she leapt 

to her feet. Within split seconds she had a stunned 
Tigatron under one arm and was reeling in a furiously-
protesting Rotorbolt with her grappling-line claw. 
Devcon transformed to jet mode and roared through the 
air while Cheetor and his Maximal companions leapt to 
follow her. Cryotek himself noticed his enemies’ retreat 
and rose to follow, only to find himself grappled from 
behind by Sentinel Maximus. A sudden lunge freed him 
from Sentinel Maximal’s grasp, only to collide with an 
invisible wall of force that trapped his foe and himself 
in the center of the room, cut off from the Wreckers and 
their allies.

“I applaud your cunning, Autobot, but your trap will 
net you as well as myself,” Cryotek said with a measure 
of grim admiration in his voice. “Best to give it up and 
try again.” 

“My trap?” Sentinel Maximus said, genuinely 
puzzled.

“His trap?” Al-Badur shouted through the shield. 
“Come now, Cryotek, I would think that you of all 
people would recognize the difference between a genius 
and his blunt instrument!”

“I have known quite a few geniuses, Quintesson.” 
Cryotek’s attention shifted to Al-Badur, who now lay 
on the opposite side of the room from the stunned 

Wreckers. “I have killed quite a few of them, in fact. 
Your inclusion in their number speaks poorly for all of 
them.”

“Pithy to the last,” Al-Badur grinned. “And it is 
the last.” The Quintesson scientist’s tentacles traced a 
dozen keys on the ancient control panel and the floor 
began to glow. “When they banished me to that artic 
waste, I could only hope to repeat the process against 
another. Of course, granting that I was rescued by this 
motley assortment, you might very easily escape my 
prison world… so instead I will send you to keep my 
brother Merdane company in the formless void!”

The newly formed portal began to exert a massive 
gravitational pull on all that surrounded it. Cryotek 
launched himself into the air and struggled to hover, 
caught between the force field and the portal. Sentinel 
Maximus barely managed to push free and held himself 
aloft in a similar manner, thrusters in his feet on full 
burn. 

“Maximus!” Tigatron shouted over the howl of 
portal, preparing to leap. “Hang on!”

“You are certainly welcome to join your leader!” 
Al-Badur laughed over the roaring of the portal. “I’m 
sure you will find that while the shielding will allow 
you to pass through into the chamber… until it has been 
deactivated, nothing can leave it!”

“Rattrap, can you shut the portal off?” Cheetor 
hollered.

“How?! There ain’t an access port on this side! We 
were lucky to even be on this side of the shield!”

“We take out the controls from here then!” 
Nightscream yelled. He reared back and let loose with 
a sonic scream. The waves passed through the energy 
shield, but upon reaching the opposite edge of the shield 
they met its reflective surface and ricocheted downward 
into the portal. 

Devcon, Botanica and Tigatron opened fire with 
their energy weapons, but the effect was no different. 
Al-Badur laughed from the other side. “I remember 
when I tried to blast my way out at my own trial. I 
wonder if you feel as helpless as I did!”

“Fractyl!” Cheetor hollered back into the hall behind 
him. “Any sciencey ideas?”

“Cheetor, I’m a geologist!” the flustered Predacon 
snapped, peering around the corner. “I could probably 
give you the molecular composition of the walls here, 
but I’m not sure that’d be very useful!”
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Nightscream attempted another blast of sound, to 
no avail. “Figures, we get stuck with the one scientist 
who actually picked a discipline!”

Rattrap looked up. “Flower Girl, c’mon, if the geek 
here could tell ya what the walls were made of, couldn’t 
you burrow through-”

“I can’t!” Botanica sighed, and Rattrap noted she 
seemed paler. “My rapport with the planet is focused 
on the biological, the organic part of the technorganic 
matter! Whatever materials this chamber is made of, 
it is blocking my powers! I cannot even sense the 
rest of the planet on the other side right now!” She 
groaned slightly. “I shouldn’t have used my weapons… 
draining…”

“Rattrap, you and Nightscream take Botanica some-
place where she can connect to the planet again, and see 
if you can make it to the other side of the chamber!” 
Cheetor said. “We’ll stay and try to shut this thing 
down… somehow!”

“On it, kid… be safe…” Rattrap said as he and 
Nightscream supported the faltering Botanica, leading 
her away.

“You cannot hold out forever!” Al-Badur screamed 
at Sentinel and Cryotek. “Surrender to the portal and 
save yourselves the discomfort!”

“I knew you would betray us!” Sentinel Maximus 
growled as he struggled against the pull of the portal. 

“You would have been a fool not to! I am, after all, 
a Quintesson… but after today, I will be the ultimate 
Quintesson! You have given me everything, Wrecker… 
my freedom, revenge against my brethren, transport to 
this world, the keys to planet’s central energy core, and 
the elimination of the most dangerous of your number 
through infighting! And with Primus’ power at my 
command, none will be able to stop me!”

“But you said that would draw Unicron to us!”
“With your excess Primus-born energies hurled into 

a formless void, his attention will be drawn away from 
me! Only a fool seizes power he cannot control!” he 
spat, pointing a tendril at Cryotek. “It was my people’s 
greatest mistake to try! I choose instead to banish or 
destroy such threats, and cultivate my own power! The 
technorganic matter of Cybertron itself is a conduit for 
Primus’ energies… and I will cultivate that power, shape 
it to my will, until the very planet itself is a weapon 
even the Chaos-Bringer cannot stop!”

“You will fail, Quintesson!” Cryotek yelled over the 
whipping air in the chamber. “Your kind always does, 
and I will destroy you myself!”

“I have accounted for my species’ every failing, 
free trader!” Al-Badur laughed. His close brush with 
victory made his blood boil and flushed his circuits 
with raw power. “No super-powerful trinkets to fall 
into the wrong hands, no witless minions to betray me, 
no equally amoral allies to steal my victories… I have 
purged my flaws and there is nothing any of you can do 
to stop me! I have accounted for everything!”

Sentinel Maximus smirked behind his faceplate. 
“You forgot one thing, Al-Badur.”

“Pray, what is that?”
“The air you breathe.”
Al-Badur felt a metal finger tap him on his left 

shoulder. He turned just in time to see Ramulus’s fist 
smash into his optics.

“I’m sensin’ a pattern here,” Ramulus said smugly 
as Al-Badur’s form flew through the air, passing 
through the shielding and onto the glowing floor. 
The Quintesson’s tentacles lashed out wildly, and he 
screamed as the portal pulled him away. “You guys 
make enough noise? I could hear you three chambers 
down where I landed!”

On the other side of the circle, a voice replied. 
“Ehn, you’re tellin’ me. We heard this racket three 
levels up!”

Cheetor spun. “Wh- Rattrap! Nightscream! I told 
you to-”

“I know, kid, I know! But Botanica sent us back! 
Once we hit soil she burrowed herself in deep. Trust 
me, ain’t nobody gonna find her. Besides…” Rattrap 
turned…

Crawling along the walls and floor, technorganic 
vines crept slowly, inexorably towards the group, 
gingerly carrying Rodimus with them, Fractyl stepping 
gingerly behind.

“She’s with us now, kinda.”
Rodimus lifted his head and groaned. “What… 

oh, smelt, a Quint banishment chamber? Bad… news. 
Magnus… told me about these.”

“Stop exerting yourself, Rodimus!” Arcee snapped 
as she transformed into her spider mode. “I’ll go! I can 
use energon webbing to climb the ceiling…”

“Not an option!” Cheetor barked. “I don’t know 
what that Quintesson’s done, but…” he pointed to 
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Sentinel Maximus and Cryotek, straining against the 
vortex. “…it’s taking everything those two have to stay 
out of it, and they’ve got powers we can barely compre-
hend now! You wouldn’t stand a chance!”

“Well, I’m open to suggestions!”
“Excuse me…” Fractyl said, waving a claw between 

the two.
“What?!”
“Um… what is that crystal in Cryotek’s chest? The 

glowing one?”
“Something called the ‘Divine Light’ we picked up 

on some primitive Primus-forsaken rock, beyond that I 
have no idea! Why?” Rotorbolt shouted.

“It resembles raw energon, but the output spectrum 
is somewhere between that of a living spark and that 
of the planetary core fluid,” Fractyl breathed in awe. 
“Almost as if… as if it were a condensed energy matrix 
on Primus’s wavelength… Which would explain why 
Cryotek is able to create these pseudoliving drones!” 

“Then… a Matrix Templar should be able… to tap 
into it.” Rodimus forced himself to stand, nodding at 
Cheetor. “And luckily… we have a couple of those.”

Cheetor looked up in surprise. “You’re saying we 
can drain Cryotek’s energy?” 

“He stole it. It’s not… supposed to be his… and I 
bet we have… more claim to it than he does.” Rodimus 
took a step forward and placed his good hand against the 
force shield. The pulsing energy bucked and quivered 
at his touch. A faint thread of light seemed to spring 
up in the space between Rodimus and Cryotek. At first 
it was a shimmering thread no thicker than a strand of 
spider’s silk, but in mere seconds it grew into a stream 
of blue and white light that spread through Rodimus’s 
body. Rodimus wavered for a moment then planted his 
feet firmly. The technorganic roots twined around his 
feet and pulsed as the energy of Primus coursed through 
them, retuning the flow to the soil of the planet.

Cheetor placed both hands against the field and 
another stream of light broke free of Cryotek and moved 
toward the assembled Maximals and Autobots. “It… is 
working.” 

Beyond the shield Cryotek began to dim and 
weaken. Spikes and scales that had grown with his 
ascendancy began to recede into his body. He cast a 
furious glance towards his attackers and attempted to 
call forth another of his creations to destroy them. The 
wall behind Rodimus twisted and took the form of a 

mechanical scorpion, raising its tail to strike. Before the 
construct could act, however, a bolt of webbing latched 
its tail to the wall, courtesy of Arcee’s lightning quick 
reflexes.

“Rodimus, no!” Arcee said. A gout of webbing 
snagged his arm. Arcee tried to pull him from the field 
but his size and remaining strength held it tight. “You’re 
too injured; you shouldn’t even be standing on your 
own! This will kill you! And I no longer have the power 
to bring you back!”

“I’m not worried, Arcee.” Rodimus said through 
clenched teeth. “And for once, I understand the situa-
tion.” 

Arcee stopped, and sighed after a few moments, 
searching for anything to say that would change his 
mind.

Fractyl tapped Arcee’s shoulder, staring up and 
behind them. “Uh… Arceeeeee…”

She turned and looked up. Filling the height of the 
tunnel, the reanimated, mutated remains of Cyclonus 
glared balefully at them with what little remained of 
its head, surrounded by more shambling recreations of 
former enemies.

“Good,” Devcon snarled. “I never got a chance to 
behead the creep.”

“I’m sorry, I’m sure,” Rotorbolt muttered.
“Keep it busy!” Rodimus called without looking 

back, voice crackling with static. “It’s working!”
Cryotek roared in anger as the power ebbed from 

him. There were too many on the other side of the shield 
who could fend off his creations, and he knew he would 
not be able to keep it up for long before his power was 
gone. How was this possible?

The answer came to him in a flash. The Divine 
Light. Rodimus and that upstart Maximal had tapped 
into it just as he had….

The dragon grinned and kicked Sentinel Maximus 
away long enough to ball up a fist and bring it down 
on the plasteel dome that protected the Divine Light, 
shattering it. His claws gripped the ancient crystal and 
squeezed. 

The room seemed to explode with light as the 
Divine Light shattered into fragments, and the assem-
bled Wreckers were thrown to the floor. The unliving 
drones fell apart, collapsing into piles of dead metal and 
rock.
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Rattrap peeked out from under his visor. “Is it 
over?”

“No! We didn’t get it all!” Cheetor yelled as he 
picked himself up. “He still has some of Primus’ power 
in him!”

“So drain it!”
“We can’t! Cryotek cut the connection point!
“Well ain’t that just prime!”
Sentinel Maximus turned in midair. “Ramulus! You 

have to shut off the portal! The controls are to your 
right!”

The Maximal turned to the panel, and stared blankly 
at the unfamiliar symbols and vast array of keys for a 
few seconds before his face twisted in anger. “I… I 
don’t know how! I can’t fraggin’ read Quintesson!”

“Just start hitting things!”
“That’s a language I understand!”
Sentinel Maximus grabbed hold of the newly-

drained Cryotek and held on tightly. The fury of the 
portal continued unabated and Cryotek remained just as 

intent on avoiding contact with the shimmering passage 
below.

“You are quite good, but still you lack creativity and 
motivation, Sentinel Maximus!” Crytotek said as his 
dragon-hand bit into Sentinel’s shoulder. “Your pests 
may have taken most of my power, but power is nothing 
without the will to use it! Join the traitorous Quintesson 
in whatever prison this gate leads to! Do not despair, 
I’ll send the remains of your comrades in after you, so 
their corpses can keep you company!”

Sentinel Maximus felt his right foot sweep close to 
the portal. The force Cryotek was using in pushing him 
down was immense. Even a millisecond’s hesitation or 
a momentary failure of his flight thrusters would send 
him careening into whatever Primus-forsaken realm the 
Quintesson had connected to the chamber.

Whatever energy remained within Cryotek, he had 
a bad feeling it was more than enough to be dangerous 
even with the help of the remaining Wreckers. And not 
even fear of bringing Unicron back to Cybertron would 
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stop the Predacon from using that power. Maximus 
stared into the face of madness, grinning down at him 
in murderous glee.

“Actually, Cryotek, you seem like a talkative sort… 
When it comes to company, how about yours?” Before 
Cryotek could react, Sentinel Maximus grabbed the 
Predacon’s arms and released his thrusters.

Cryotek howled in rage and quickly pulled up, 
straining against Sentinel Maximus’ weight and the 
pull of the portal. “And as for creativity…” Maximus 
said, activating his Transfer Interlink, still functional 
within the part of him that was once Apelinq. With a 
burst of energy, a giant digital mass in the shape of an 
anvil slammed into Cryotek from above, forcing them 
down.

The two vanished into the portal just as an ear-split-
ting crack echoed across the room. The glow of the 
portal vanished, leaving nothing but the masonry of the 
floor behind. 

“I did it! I shut the portal…” Ramulus leapt to the 
floor, his smoking blaster held tightly in his left hand. 
“…off… SLAG!!!”

“Forward, mechs! We have them on the run!” 
Longhorn’s battle cry was more than a boast. 

Sharkticon losses to ambush and counterattack were 
immense. The Sharkticon hordes had been decimated 
repeatedly. The remaining Quintesson taskmasters and 
generals, those who had not fallen, were either on their 
ships or en-route to them by now. The vessels paused 
only long enough to retrieve as many Sharkticons as 
could be reasonably recovered without risk. Minimizing 
loss was the only goal the Quintessons had left now, 
aside from the continual drive to preserve their own 
lives.

The Cybertronians closed in like a vise on each 
Quintesson ship. Unconcerned with the fate of their 
minions the Quintessons either abandoned their 
Sharkticons or used their rapidly mounting corpses as 
cover. All the while the Maximals charged forward at 
the command of a few driven commanders. 

Longhorn did not know the name of the ship his 
forces closed on or the name of its commander. In 

truth, he knew only a few of his own troops, but the 
Maximal battle standard on his battle-chariot united 
them all, even though he could recognize distinctively 
Predacon forms among his makeshift militia. The 
ship loomed before him and with a wave of his hoof-
hammer he signaled the attack. Technorganics struck 
with a variety of strange powers while more traditional 
beast and vehicular Cybertronians peppered the fleeing 
Sharkticon forces with energy fire. 

The nameless ship rose off the ground. Maximals 
scattered like leaves from the force of its anti-grav 
engines. Through the distortion of the air Longhorn 
could see the sappers moving into position, a burgundy 
Transmetal frog and a seemingly organic white rabbit, 
both of prodigious size, leaping through the air to land 
on the stabilizer wings. 

“Fall back men!” Longhorn shouted. “Get to 
cover!”

The rabbit and frog returned to their robot forms to 
deliver their payload and leapt to the ground. Within 
three steps each of them was a beast once more. They 
joined the fleeing throngs who leapt into foxholes or 
dove behind piles of Sharkticon parts. 

The Quintesson ship rose into the air. For a moment 
it seemed as though the unknown captain of that ship 
would leave Cybertron in defeat. The explosion of two 
energon bombs, artfully placed on the stabilizer wings 
by a mere rabbit and frog, ensured otherwise. The ship 
fell in a ball of flame and plasma. The burning husk 
smashed into the ground. Longhorn let the wave of dust 
and debris wash over him and when the cloud cleared 
he saw a flaming metal tomb jammed halfway into the 
soil of the new Cybertron. 

In the distance, other nameless ships commanded by 
nameless enemies rose out of the ground troops’ range. 

And right into the range of the now-active planetary 
defense system.

“Oh man… is he…?” Rattrap moaned.
“He’s gone.” Cheetor whispered, placing one hand 

on the prone Rodimus’s chest. 
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“Tigatron!” Fractyl grabbed Tigatron about the 
shoulders. “You brought me back from the brink… Use 
the Vok to save Rodimus. You have to!”

“I… cannot.” 
“This is no time for modesty or adherence to some 

warrior’s code! A good mechanism can be saved!”
“You do not understand, Fractyl. The cost of your 

life was the Vok’s freedom. I cannot save him.”
Silence filled the tunnel. Devcon bowed his head, 

placing one hand on the Autobrand on his chest. “You 
did good, Rodimus. You did good.”

“Arcee…” Fractyl placed a clawed hand on her 
shoulder. There was more to say but he had no real 
means of saying it. 

“It’s alright,” Arcee sighed. “He’s with Optimus 
now… with friends who love him and missed him while 
they were gone.” She placed Rodimus’ hands over his 
shattered chest and stood.

“Death… isn’t an ending. It’s just another change…” 
she said, looking at the clawed, synthetic-flesh digits 
that had so long ago replaced her slender steel fingers. 
“Change is what we do. And knowing Rodimus… he 
wouldn’t want us to give up hope just because he’s no 
longer with us. I know we’ll see him again someday… 
when all are one.”

Each Cybertronian, regardless of faction or origin, 
had a moment to pause before Rodimus’s remains in 
honor of the fallen Autobot. When the last of them paid 
their respects Fractyl and Arcee gathered the former 
leader of Cybertron in a cradle of webs. Arcee knew 
the tunnels well enough to find the lost gravesites of 
the Autobots, and Fractyl could be trusted to keep those 
secrets well. “Don’t worry,” Arcee said, looking back at 
the group, a soft smile playing across her face. “I won’t 
be gone so long this time.” With that, she led Fractyl 
away from the survivors.

The assembled warriors began the ascent in silence, 
lost in their own thoughts. Cybertron was safe once 
again… but the cost had been immense. Countless 
minutes passed as they entered long-forgotten chambers 
on their way back to the surface of Cybertron.

“From the historical records, I didn’t expect…” 
Nightscream broke the silence first, his normal sarcastic 
tone now somber and restrained. “I mean…”

“Trust me, I’m not looking forward to the day they 
chronicle my early boneheaded adventures onto a data-
con for all the world to see,” Cheetor replied. “And he 

had someone really big to live up to. I can relate in more 
ways than one.”

“Hey… I think Cybertron’s in good hands now, 
Cheetor.” Nightscream said. 

“Eeeh… you goin’ soft on us kid?” Rattrap elbowed 
Nightscream in the side, though the smirk was a little 
forced.

“Gee, I dunno… this growing up thing might be 
contagious.” Nightscream reverted to his beast mode 
and flew out of reach. “I mean, it must be… you’ve 
caught it enough times, right old timer?”

“Old timer? Why I oughtta!” Rattrap chased the 
young Maximal down the tunnel, wheels leaving skid-
marks on the ancient masonry. “You get your tail up to 
the surface where there’s some Sharkticons left, and I’ll 
show you who’s an old timer!”

“Oh no you don’t, Cheesy Rider,” Ramulus snarled 
as he transformed into his beast mode, galloping after 
them. “If there’s Sharkticons left, I got first dibs!”

As the Maximals’ argument faded into the back-
ground, Rotorbolt looked up at Botanica. “And you like 
him… why, exactly?”

“He makes me laugh,” she replied casually.

Nothingness. 
In the absolute nothingness Cryotek turned slowly. 

In the distance, though it was impossible to tell exactly 
how far, he saw Al-Badur floating, motionless, a look of 
abject horror cemented across his face. He reached out 
to the Quintesson… and after an eternity, his dragon-
head arm connected.

There was no sound as Al-Badur disintegrated, 
leaving a cloud of dust motes quickly fanning and 
spreading into imperceptibility across the vast nothing-
ness.

Curious. An illusion? No… something told Cryotek 
that Al-Badur’s being could not be sustained in this void. 
And that were it not for the fragment of Primus’ power 
still within him, he would have shared the Quintesson’s 
fate, his energy and mass dispersed irrevocably as it 
gave way to entropy.

As quickly as Al-Badur disappeared, Sentinel 
Maximus floated into view. Cryotek smiled in the cold 
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nothingness. He had a foe, one that, once slain, might 
yield enough power to escape this place. In any case, 
replaying his revenge might occupy his mind for a time 
while he awaited an opportunity to liberate himself. 

Sentinel Maximus drifted silently towards Cyrotek. 
Weapons came online. Teeth were bared. Claws were 
unsheathed. Targets were acquired.

Sentinel Maximus. You Are Needed.
There was no noise, no light, as Sentinel Maximus 

simply vanished.
Cryotek suppressed his howl of anger as his prize 

vanished. No. Rage would solve nothing. If anything, 
Sentinel Maximus had just proven escape was 
possible.

Cryotek smiled to himself, idly fingering the shat-
tered edges of his chest. Yes, escape. He had time… 
after all, what was time here? Millennia could have 
already passed. There wasn’t even a “here”, for that 
matter. 

He would learn to nurture this fragment of Primus’ 
power that still remained within him. The power would 
grow. And he would escape. And then, reality would 
tremble before him.

But… no matter how hard Cryotek tried, he could 
not shake the sensation that somehow… he was not 
alone in the void.

“Hello, downloaders… this is Rook reporting once 
again for the Cybernet Space Cube! I am standing atop 
Mount Megatron. The Quintesson invasion of Cybertron 
has been ended due to the brave efforts of Maximal and 
Predacon alike! Reports are flooding in from all corners 
of Cybertron confirming that the remaining Quintesson 
warships have been downed or were destroyed while 
attempting to leave Cybertron’s orbit. No one is really 
sure how the defense system came back online, but in the 
opinion of this reporter it is a good thing it happened!” 
Rook’s face appeared on every functioning monitor on 
Cybertron and a cheer erupted in every city that saw the 
broadcast.

Rook turned as a mismatched squad of Cybertronians 
emerged from a nearby cavern.

“Bots and Cons, I cannot believe my optics! 
Cheetor, Maximal hero of the Spark War has just 
emerged from an access tunnel, flanked by a host of 
other warriors and, if my optics do not deceive me… 
the famed Autobot peace marshal, Devcon, thought to 
have been lost in the Vehicon uprising!” A quick sprint 
brought Rook face-to-face with Cheetor. His autocam 
struggled to keep focus on the Maximal, taken aback by 
the sudden intrusion.

“Cheetor, the Sharkticon threat is ended and all 
seems well. The question on everyone’s mind is this: 
What just happened and what emergency drew you and 
your crew to the dark depths of Cybertron as the battle 
raged on?” 

“Um… er… that is…” Cheetor stumbled over the 
words for a few moments before gaining his composure. 
“I was summoned below by the voice of the Ora…”

A pair of large, spindly hands pushed Cheetor 
aside. “Hi out there, I’m Nightscream!” The younger 
Maximal mugged for the camera and flipped his biofila-
ment hair out of the way. “This mobster named Cyrotek 
was behind the whole thing! He and Cyclonus, the 
Decepticon one, they had this army of Sharkticons and 
this crazy artifact and Cryotek was going to try and 
do the whole Megatron thing and become a god when 
BAM! We showed up and put a stop to him!”

“Ah-hem.” Rattrap stared disapprovingly at 
Nightscream.

“Oh, yeah… and Rodimus helped.”
Rattrap continued to stare.
“Okay, he killed Cyclonus and came up with 

the plan that stopped Cryotek once and for all,” 
Nightscream sighed then brightened. “But he totally 
couldn’t have done it without us. So ladies, remember, 
it’s Nightscream… that’s N-I-G-H…”

Rook shoved himself back into the auto-cam’s 
range as Nightscream continued to push for his place 
in the spotlight. “A thrilling battle of some sort deep 
within the planet against a would-be god and long lost 
Decepticon warlords, downloaders! Details are sketchy 
at this moment but we are getting the story first!  
Devcon, what is your take on this?”

“Um. No interviews.” Devcon said gruffly, turning 
from the autocam. “Cyclonus is dead, Cryotek’s gone 
and I’m not even getting paid for this slag. I’m out.”

“Ehh… Hold on there, bounty hunter” Rattrap said. 
“I just happen to know the security chief for the new 
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Iacon territories, seeing as it is yours truly… And the 
new range could use a sheriff like you.” 

Devcon snorted. “No thanks. There ain’t a place for 
me on Cybertron anymore. It’s a new world, and I was 
never much of a homebody to begin with. Besides… 
I gotta go pick up that lizard and get back to my ol’ 
bounty hunting job.”

Tigatron blinked. “But I thought you said…”
“What? I left the little slimeball a pressure suit, a 

survival kit and a tracking beacon. What do you think I 
am, a Decepticon? And if you Wreckers are any indica-
tion… maybe there’s something to teamwork.”

He smirked, then transformed to jet mode. “Maybe,” 
he said before blasting off, quickly becoming a faint dot 
as he rose through the atmosphere and into space.

“And there you have it! Strange goings on in the 
heart of Cybertron and something about a lizard that 
I don’t understand! This is Rook reporting from the 
Cybernet Space Cube: we get news first, no matter 
what! And now, your local weather!”

Icebird looked down from the massive, gnarled 
technorganic branch he had perched on in owl form. 
Several Sharkticons looked up at him in terror from 
within a small clearing in the foliage, huddled close 
together, striving very hard with their limited intel-
ligence to look as harmless as they could. All around 
them, vines and plants wavered as if waiting for orders 
to strike. Across the world of New Quintessa, more 
plants took root and grew, spreading slowly but inexo-
rably across the surface.

The Sharkticons winced as Poison Bite teleported 
into the clearing, eyeing the group.

“Shall we put them out of our misery?”
Icebird watched them for a few moments. “No.”
“No?”
“They are but poor stupid creatures, driven by cruel 

masters, kept hungry and scared to cloud their minds 
with need and rage. Perhaps killing them would be a 
mercy… but I believe they have seen the light.”

Poison Bite turned back to them, and snapped one 
pincer. The Sharkticons quickly transformed to their 

robot modes, taking positions of submission, heads 
bowed.

Icebird spread his snow-white wings wide, and 
the Sharkticons looked up at him. The two Mutants 
glowed again, and the Sharkticons smiled as unfamiliar 
emotions washed through them: pure hope and joy.

“Our purpose is to spread life, not death, and we 
have the opportunity to turn a living hell into paradise,” 
Icebird said softly. “We are not godless killing machines. 
And now… neither are they.”

Darkness.
But not nothingness.
Sentinel Maximus could feel substance around him, 

just outside his perception, but growing in form, as 
he was pulled from the void that would have been his 
eternal prison.

Cybertron is safe now, Sentinel Maximus, a familiar 
voice called to him. As now are you.

And with that, darkness gave way to blinding light. 
An image of angel’s wings… of feathers… and fur… the 
light coalesced into a shape he had seen what seemed a 
lifetime ago….

It is a pleasure to see you again… I guess we have 
both changed somewhat since then.

“Windrazor! But how-?!”
The Maximal from the far future, a future that would 

never be, smiled benignly at Maximus. The reality that 
Shokaract created was destroyed, and by all rights I 
should have been as well… but Primus had other plans. 
You pulling me through the transwarp gate to your own 
reality enabled him to bring me safely into the Allspark. 
You may consider me… a spirit guide, in a sense.

“You were sent for me? To assist me?”
I’m afraid not. I am needed… elsewhere, elsewhen. 

As you are no doubt aware now, there are endless 
realities in all of existence. Primus watches each, ever 
vigilant against his brother Unicron. His children are 
in need. I must go soon to assist other Matrix Templars 
as Alpha Trion assisted you… but I had to see you one 
more time, let you know what became of me.

“I’m glad, old friend… but… but Cryotek…”
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Cryotek is contained for now. It is true the remnants 
of Primus’ power within him may enable him to slip his 
bonds someday, but we shall be prepared. I fear a far 
more immediate threat against the creator has arisen, 
one that we need your power to combat.

“How often isn’t Primus under attack?”
Almost never.
“Prime.”
Indeed. Goodbye, my friend… ‘til all are one.
Windrazor’s shape dissipated, but the light remained 

and grew brighter… and in a flash, all was dark again.
As vision returned, Sentinel Maximus felt cold 

hard steel beneath his feet, the tug of gravity once again 
below. Cool air rushed against his frame as light spilled 
into the chamber he stood in, not the ethereal light of 
Primus’ power, but the normal light of electric currents 
run through crude filaments.

As Maximus stepped into the light, he took stock of 
his new surroundings. Directly ahead of him, a multi-
faceted golden sphere hovered over a small dais, casting 
a shimmering glow and radiating the power of Primus, 
bathing the circular, humming computer room in soft 
light.

Vector Sigma.
Two ancient mechanoids stood before him. One he 

immediately recognized as Alpha Trion… but some-
thing told him it wasn’t the same one he had communi-
cated with before his exile. The details were wrong… 
and something just felt off. This was Cybertron, he 
could tell… but not his Cybertron.

“…liberty of summoning some help,” Alpha Trion 
was saying to his companion.

The other robot was faded-white and rust-red, the 
design of his exostructure ancient, hints of cogwheels 
visible between gaps in ceremonial armor. Crystalline 
solar panels on his back gave the impression of a cape, 
or even angel’s wings. Something about him sparked 
a memory, one of someone he’d never met… ancient 
sub-routines perhaps embedded in him during his 
restructuring at Primus’s hand. A small robot the size 
of a Maximal hovered close-by, eyeing the newcomer 
warily.

Maximus looked around him.
“I feel… strange.”

END


